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Introduction
JOHN W. BENNETT

The central viewpoint of the papers of this symposium. the
pinth in the series of annual symposia sponsored by the Committee
ott l)set and At id knees Research of the Southwestern and Rocky
Mountain Di% ision of the American Association for the Advancement
let
is' eve Wit MeV:* I. *nal aim at suggesting to social scientists
cssi I wi I t ies f hiit eese a rch een sociole v.; ical adaptations in moisture-

defiiefit iegie ins. and they deal wide modern agrarian and town
populations in the Great Plains and neighboring semiarid regions.
The authors represent several Miami fields: Cleland and Kraenzel
an sociologists: Saarinen is a geographer: Bennett and Maloney are
anthropologists. In different ways, they all seek to suggest some of
the opportunities provided by an ecological approach to problems of
social and economic development and change. This approach is new
in social science. in which the ecological outlook has had a mixed and
uneven history. having been most frequently confined to a simple

correlation between habitat and culture or to specialized distributions of social phenomena. In the papers in this volume, the authors

are committed to the idea that the most significant approach to
sociological research on the development of 'Great Plains society involves consideration of the total envirotimnt.

ix
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Do we need a Sociology
of Arid Regions?
t.!ourttrey B. Cleland
l'iliyersity of Arirona

One purpose of this paper is to discuss a long-tertn stratgy for
research. Tht author\ lin
is that thell is tint 11nw a general
fin010 of arid regions and probably never will he. unless certain
other e eats take pLice. The particular need is for much more ,yacnunie study of human societies in scattered arid areas of the world
such as the America' %native-it. the Australian outback. the Kalahari desert in !South Africa. and similar locales.
Two le:taint questions for such research area I Do the people
in each area display a history of. or a push toward. te:zinat group
life? (2% If so. what role does the aridity play in it? That is to say.
how are their regional cultures influencell or altered by past. present.
or potential need to make social adaptations to the physical fact of
their aridity?
1Vben we have accumulated mem. adequate data along these
lines. we may or may not 1w motivated to move to a higher level of
abstraction in order to fountaine a trite cross-cultural sociology of
arid regions. At least a possible consequence is that the task will be
feasible but not "needed" in a scholarly sense. If it promises to
result in so slight a scientific statement that it can be merely a footnote in regional sociology. it would be harclk motivating to researelwrs or attractive to dispensers of research funds! The other
extreme is that an explicit sociology of arid regions may turn out
in fart to he enormously useful. widening our knowledge of man's
hell:100r and leading to many practical applications barely discernible now. At the present stage of knowledge, we cannot predict that
either of these outcomes or Softie other outcome eventually will emerge.
It is necessary to examine the his riming propositions in more detail.
Now tlo sociologists define *minus? %Vhat would the prospective so-

ciology of arid regions look like? Now may the larger task be broken

down into more spciali'M types of inquiry such as a sociology of
the American West or Southwest? And what are the alternatives
to a sociology of arid regions?
The Concept of Region
The problem of defining regions is an endless one. As a concept.
the region is only a way of reacting to certain patterned phenomena.
We can have as many regions and kinds of regions as there arc frames
1
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of reference for !wrecking them. Despite this peculiarity or probably
because of it. the region as a concept for research has value for many
disciplines humanities and social sciences as well as physical and
biological sciences.

There is no particular reason to believe, however, that an "arid
region" which makes sense for botany or Zoology is necessarily going
to be a useful unit for the social sciences. Similarly, the regions delineated by political scientists may seem overly formal and far from
satisfactory to some sociolgists. Much depends upon the nature of the

research problem. its point in historical time, and the possibilities
and limitations of the methodologies used.
We follow ()deem and Moore in considering more particularly
what constitutes the sociologists region (26). At its core it is a geo-

graphic area, with flexibility of limits ("margins" rather than prerise boundaries). As a social unit it displays a degree of homogenity
in selected, usually measurable characteristics, largely determined by
the dominant structural and functional aspects of the region. This
homogenity is relative and changeable, based on the largest number
of factors compatible with a practicable, workable social unit. Further,
contrary to older ideas of -sectionalism." the region is interdependent
with other regions as constituent units in the total national society.
This last trait is not considered in conflict with the notion that the

region itself has an organic unity growing out of its own cultural
evolution involving people, land, time, and special relationships (8).
Whatever the variation in concepts of regions, the sociological
region displays a certain pattern or patterns which tend to differentiate its human group life from that of other regions. That this pattern
of group life is significantly affected by dry climate would be a basic

assumption of the sociology of arid regions. In theory the aridity
should show up strongly in the "dominant structural or functional aspects" and in the constellation of social characteristics which document
the region's relative homogenity. A simpler way of stating the problem

is to ask what correlations exist between the region's aridity and the
behavior of its population and what factors account for this correlation.
Only when a series of these relationships had been discovered
for a number of regional populations would we be in a favorable posi-

tion for constructing a sociology of and regions, valid for all the inhabited continents. In other words, establishing only the sociology of
the American Southwest or West, as estimable a task as that is, contributes to- -but does not constitute--the sociology of arid regions. It
gives us one important segment, which in turn must be compared
with counterpart data from the arid regions of South America, Africa,
Australia, interior Asia, and elsewhere.
Comparative Sociology

Through the painstaking study of regional differences and similarities, hopefully we could arrive at a body of systematic generalizations relating recurrent characteristics of human group life to
2
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aridity wherever it is found on a regional scale. To assert such principles of behavior for residents of. for example, deserts as diverse as
the Gobi and the Mohaie may seem to some readers as fruitless as
it is difficult, but its possibility is a premise guiding all efforts in comparauve socie,:ogy. As one example, oasis.centervd social organization
is a cro.s.cultural concept already fairly well developed. Itraenzel
went all thr v-ay from Montana to Iran to perceive this oasis pattern
In all Its significant overtones (19) .
No doubt there must be more knowledge of many particular arid
regions (preferably classified according to a common analytic scheme)
before we shall feel that an attempt at general regional synthesis is
likely to show much profit. Therefore, for the time being, the larger
task of a sociology of arid regions is probably best set aside while we
ht this part of the world concentrate on more concrete regional sociologies, such as that of the American Southwest or West and the
Mexican Northwest.
For this task, happily, we can borrow from geographers, anthro-

pologists, and others, at the same time building on past research
of sociologists. As examples one thinks of Wilson's studies on urbaniza-

tion in the Southwest, approached frbm the viewpoint of geography
(37, 38) ; the anthropologist Goldsehmidt's studies of "urbanized"
rural life in California, particularly the classic comparison of the Arvin
and Dinuba communities (11, 12, 30) ; the 12-year series of community studies in Arizona and Sonora by McCleneghan and others
including sociologists, sponsored by the University of Arizona's Division of Economic and Business Research (24), and the recent book,
Farmers, Workers and Machines, the collaborative effort of Padfield
and Martin, an anthropologist and an agricultural economist (27).
Sociological Contributions

From the sociologists themselves we have basic studies such as
"Demographic Characteristics of the United States-Mexican Border"
by Beagle, Goldsmith, and Loomis (1). and from Taylor and others,
the description of U.S. rural group life by major type-farming regions
including the Western specialty crop and the range-livestock areas

(31). More specialized monographs include Nelson's study of the
Mormon village, which shows how a religiously inspired plan of setdement tended to be adaptive for desert conditions (23).
The development and use of social areas analysis in Los Angeles
illustrates only one contribution by the urban sociologists (29). In
fact, we are probably in a better position to describe the group behavior of oasis populations than that of the dry-land people. Other
published and unpublished studies including those by state agricultural experiment stations delve into such subjects as population trends,

the Spanish-speaking people, the Indians, the bracero movement,
education, land use, water law, irrigation districts, political attitudes,
religion, and other aspects of the culture including folklore, attitudes
and values of the people (7).1
3
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The book entitled rariatioas in Value Orientations, by Kluckhohn
and Strodtheck, turns to advantage the variability of culture in a com -

mon physical setting by comparing in one New Mexico area five
communities, which in their respective population compositions are
dominantly Zuni, Navaho. Spanish-American. Mormon, and Texan
(161. Values centering about water supply and water allocation are

included in this study.
While many of these researches stand as exelle It individual studies, there is a scarcity of efforts to integrate them into a meaningful
general work--nothing which does for the arid West what Kraenrel's
The Great Plains in Transition did for the sociology of that semi-arid
region (181. Works such as Mererik's The Revolt of the South and
the West (211 and journalistic and semi-popular treatises such as
Morgan's Wert:yard Tilt (221 or Fergusson's Our Southwest (91 are
suggestive and appreciated. but sometimes dated and not definitive.
There ate simply vers. few suhstantative sociological studies of any
type on the American West or Southwest which are truly regional in
orientation. The agricultural experiment stations in 1965 formed an
advisory committee on social research in the Western region, with
Dr. Walter Slocum. a Washington State University sociologist, as
chairman. This group aims to encourage coonerative research among
states into such regional topics as the sociological implications of poverty and of the development of natural resources and recreation. The
Mexican-American Proiect headquartered at the University of California in Us Angeles is both regional and interdiviplittarv. But there
appear to he few sociological studies that investigate regional phenomena as they find expression in business and governmental circles
ABC's "Radio West" network. for example. or the regional headquarters locations of various federal agencies.
The West as Desert

As examples of attempts to achieve a higher level of generalization about the arid West, we may mention the work of the historian iVehh and the sociologists Zimmerman and duWors. In 1931 Webb
published what has become a classic work in American studies. The
Great Plains, in which he documented the adaptations made by the
settler; who emerged from the humid Eastern woodlands and undertook to live in semi-arid country (341. The Great Plains is a region of
relatively simple structure compared to the more heterogeneous West.
It was another quarter-century before Webb published his new thesis
that "the overriding influence, the force that shapes more things in the
West than all else, is the Desert. That is its true unifying force." And
further: "One reason we do not understand the West is that we will
not face a fact. We do not want the desert to be there" (33, 381.
Webb identified as Desert States eight states (New Mexico, Ariona. Nevada, Utah, Wyoming. Colorado. Idaho, and Montana). The
six states to their immediate east and the three to the west he called
Desert Rim States because they form the right and left flank of the desert, and each has arid or semi-arid areas of considerable extent (35.)
4
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The furor 11 ebb's statements created in U.S. Senators, state governors,
newspaper editors, businessmen, and others was itself an interesting
soctolo cal phenomenon in the region. If anything, it seemed to support Webb's claim that Westerners refuse to accept the idea that their
region is a desert. Some of Vehlis views need more rigorous test-

ing, to be sure, but his basic approach remains as an illuminating
central thesis for bringing order to massive regional data.
Zimmerman and duWors as part of a larger work entitled Graphic
Re.7innal gorinlov gave a sketchy but suggestive description of the
arid West stressing needed community and housing adaptations (41).
They too cope with its varied parts but assert: "All of it will eventually have to tie the humid oases and irritratecl snots with the drylands
Into a liveable regional sorio-econottiv. In all of it men must come to the
waterways and oases and build their communities. They can go out
annually or seasonally to work the drier regions. but fundamentally
their life will he centered at the waterhole" (41).
These sociologists also utilize contents such as the "oasis farmindustrial city'' and the "water-use regional personality" which may

have utility for the more abstract sociology of arid regions. Their
ideas also need more empirical testing. From casual observation it
would seem that the "water-use personality." for example. is more
characteristic today of rural and relatively imnoverished residents than
it is of the Westerners in the oases. Before the village of Oracle, Arizona
acquired a water company and sewage system a few years ago, the residents had to truck in water or rely on inferior wells. However, accord-

ing to an informant. "the people now use water like the people of
any other town, and only the oldtimers tend to conserve water in
remembrance of the way things used to be"(28).
Regional Delineation
The West or Southwest cannot be assessed in noble isolation. It is
necessary to study their linktere with other resrions. and for this purpose
identification and descriptions of the other regions are needed. Over
the years many socioloffists have tried their hands at the delineation

of American regions. We may examine briefly two of the resultant
studies.

Odum. who was the leading regional soeiologist a generation ago,
allocated 48 states to six regions on the basis of clusterings of statistical indices (231. Because he relied on the U.S. Census materials of his
day, he felt he must conform to state lines: hence 17 Western states
were subdivided into three regions: the Far West (California. Oregon,
Washineton. Nevada). the Southwest (Arizona. New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma). and a vast 9-state Northwest (Kansas, Nebraska, South

Dakota, North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, and
Utah).
With the development in 1930 of a new Census unit, the "state
economic area" (composed of counties with similar social and economic characteristics), the sociologists Bogue and Beale produced a
new classification (2). With the use of statistical tests of homogeneity,
5
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relatively similar state economic areas were collected into 121 economic subregions which could cross state boundaries. Roughly homogeneous subregions in turn were combined into 13 regions and 5 huge
*economic provinces," as the authors termed them. The Western province was subdivided into three regions named, respectively, the
Rocky Mountain and Intermountain Region, the Pacific Northwest
Region, and the Pacific Southwest Region.
The economic subregions are not necessarily entities which
communicate much to the non-specialist (for example, the sparsely
populated "Western 1)esert, Semi .Desert, and Mountain Subregion"
composed of all of Nevada. the Utah basin and plateau area, northern
Arizona, the Eastern Oregon plateau and Blue. Mountain area, and the
eastern and northern California mountain and valley area---a monstrosity," according to an anonymous geographer). Other subregions,
however, such as the Southern Arizona, the Southern California, and
the California Central Valley subregions, are more compact, more
meaningful to the public, and do have the great advantage of lending themselves to analyses based on accessible Census data.°
Perhaps an obvious project in ecological correlation, although
nothing has been reported in the literature as yet, is to discover what
connections exist between the subregional social and economic struc-

tures that can he defined through Census data and the five North
American deserts (and subdivisions) which are described in natural-

science terms 1w Jaeger (15). In that way one might detect clues

to linking the variations in aridity with the use heterogeneity of human
adaptat ions.

Limitations of the Approach
The apparent heterogeneity certainly will be one of the more
complex problems to he explained by a sociology of arid regions.
In fact, it has led some sociologists to warn of the limitations of a
regional approach. Regions result not only from physical facts like
aridity, they point out. but also from cultural facts of customs, ethnic
groups. and variable social institutions. As Wirth put it, -the most
dissimilar cultural phenomena have been found to exist in the most
similar environments, and vice versa" k39) . Modern technology and
mobility of people compound this situation. At any rate, Wirth fees
that "we must always reckon with the mobility of men and ideas to
undo regions" (39).
Without abandoning the regional approach, two responses to this
kind of warning can he suggested. One reply is that there is no intention for researchers to stay at the single-factor level of enplanation
represented by sheer aridity. We can continue to add more factors
until we are able' to show in our arid-region -model" the range of
possible behavior patterns for arid regional societies which are in
various stages of social and econotnic development.
The other comment is that, as more and more technologically
complex arid regions evolve and are studied, aridity may AO diminish
6
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as an explanatory variable that aridity per se may well be de-emphasized, but not necessarily the region itself as the unit of study. For
example. what started to he a sociology of arid regions could give
way to a sociology of Von lands (or sparsely irpulated regions) , if we

found a certain type of population distribution pattern to be more
basic than climate as such. Such regions might include non-deserts
such as heasily forested land, swamp country, or frozen tundra. In
truth, if present metropolitanizing trends continue unabated, the sociology of Vonlands may become the 21st - century successor to the
field known today as rural sociology. This is one possible alternative
to a sociology of arid regions.

Whether or not a comprehensive arid-region sociology is ever
synthesized, clearly there will continue to be concrete researches into
specified behaviors such as. to name a few, man's shared perceptions

of drawl) hazards, his attitudes toward big-dam construction as a
response to water problems, or his public and private support of
the kind of agriculture, industry, architecture, community development, or recreation that the experts claim is most adaptive for aridzone living.

Some of the skepticism about the possibilities of going beyond
specific pieces of research to a true regional sociology probably stems

from a failure to understand that there are various levels of attack
in regional analysis (32). To some observers, an archeology of arid
regions probably would seem more promising than a sociology of
arid regions because the former deals with much earlier cultures
where man "adjusted" to nature rather than "conquered" it (40).
Along this line, a present-day arid region marked by a crude stage
of technology and by low-energy use would seem comparatively simple to study in terms of group life as linked to aridity. Among Tucson
residents, on the other hand, we may have difficulty in finding genuine adaptations to aridity. Vet we have only to go a short distance

to see Papago Indians in simple but solid dwelling units which

allegedly resist the heat better, or we can go to a coastal-desert town

in Sonora where the inhabitants know that the source of their expensive and inferior water is a well 20 miles away. with this hard
fart directly reflected in their social attitude's and habits, the community infrastructure, and their homes.
Man in the Southwest
Still. we also :mist he able to handle analysis of forces and proCOWS operating in the technologically ads anced and more complex
arki regions. How does one explain the group behavior of contetnporary American Southwesterners? Can it be partly in terms of the aridity and its consequences. is it something else entirely, or is it the
combination of aridity and perhaps several major independent variables?

If we' consider the distinctiveness of the Southwest in sociological terms, certainly we shall be aware that it is more arid and
7
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presumably more vulnerable to water pnblems than other U.S. regions (although in 1965 we might have been confused by our difficulty in getting a glass of water in New York City
We might be
even more impressed with the ethnic ciniposition of population in
the Southwest that it has the lion's shah. of American Indians. that
it is the region which has the greatest number Of people of Mexican
and Spanish background, that it has many Negroes and people descended from Oriental strains. and that for over a century it has been

the target for large in-migration by "Anglo" Americans from the Mid-

west and other regions (3.
If we wanted to stay at the level of single-factor analysis (a!-

though thene is no need to'. we might find, not aridity. but a
"mobile ethnic mix" to he the dynamic force which sets off the

Southwest, producing an extremely varied region in which almost nobody seems to live in his own hometown and a majority of at least the
ituddle-4 lass citi.ens has grown to adulthood in some other region

(incidentally, a circumstance which could help to account for the
relative lack of wate -use consciousness among many Southwest residents.

Not the least of the consequences is a region of political

and economic contrasts. with a heritage of social problems so intertwined and deep-rooted that some observers have referred to it or
portions of it as "perhaps Ameria's hest kept secret"(4). Aridity and
its effects constitute one aspect of this social-problem complex (for
example. as a factor affecting migration) but even the estimate of
its relative influence is a subject awaiting research.
Los Angeles and Phoenix share aridity. but Los Angeles as a
social maim has more in common with that humid giant. Chicago,
than it has with Phoenix. If the Phoenix of 1966 is indeed "a

little Los Angeles" as a Nt: York Time( critic charged (61,

it

it not because of their common aridity. but because the "urban garishness' the critic teferred to is a world-wide phenomenon. Neon lights
and go-go girls or their equivalent are found in Paris and Tokyo too!
One of the New York critic's chief complaints about Phoenix was its
plan for freeways into and across the city- -hardly a problem unique
to cities in arid regions. Nor is smog a monopoly of these cities.
In the sociology of arid regions. it is the comprehending of the
combination of variable aridity with numerous sociocultural variables

that engages our attention. In the end we may he able to "adapt"
to the aridity easier than to stubborn human culture (141.
1%*hen people began moving into the Southwest desert in increas-

ing numbers after 1940. it was hardly a mass demonstration of their
willingness to accept new modes of living necessitated by the arid
climate. There is little environmental adaptation in suburbs oriented
exactly like New jersey subdivisions, with homes that lack design for
optimum coolness and that feature lush green lawns which faithfully
replicate those of remembered Iowa homesteads. The apparently
abundant water and electricity made major changes in living habits
unnecessary. Deep wells and air conditioners enabled modestly affluent families to live comfortably almost anywhere they chose. In
8
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the home any "adaptation," if it can he called that, was often the
negative tine of a lesser quality of construction and materials than
that required by Northern winters. In some cases attempts to make
more sensiltle housing adaptations were actually forestalled by local
laws and customs imported from humid arras.`
Conclusion

Southwestern man meshes with the national economy of abundance and not with the regional economy of aridity. As Hastings
and Turner put it: "He lives at the expense of an arid region and
surrounded by it, hut not with it. His technology enables him to escape its rigors without making concessions." (13) One notes that
this pattern of living falls short of the interdependency characteristic
of Odium's construct of region (26) : it is more dependent than inter.
dependent.

Here. paradoxically enough, may lie an important motivation
for pursuing without delay a sociology of arid regions, Here in the
American Southwest such study tnav show the adaptations we should
make rather than those we hare tn.rde. Every social and ecnnomir
projection looking fifty to 100 years into the future has predicted
the need for adjustment sooner or later to water shortage in this
region. Eventually we shall he forced to do what we now do not
know how to do or do not choose to do. And if we observe carefully the peoples and societies of less technologically developed arid
regions, we probably shall not have to learn as many adaptations the
hard way, through trial and error, but can build on knowledge from
other, supposedly "less favored" arid regions.

At the same time. imperatives of professors' work being what
they are, the practicable area of research for many of us will continue

to be the Southwest itself. One's own region is "a familiar place,
where we know, to some extent, the lay of the land. the traits of the
people, anti their resources. needs and problems" (26). On this view

of the region. no doubt sociologists and others in this part of the
world can readily agree and can join forces in improving our joint
knowledge. When we get enough post-holes dug, we can proceed to
build the fence which will enclose a better sociological comprehension
of America's great and regions and, hopefully, in time, all arid regions.
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Deficit Creating Influences for Role
Performance and Status Acquisition
in Sparsely Populated Regions of the
United States
Carl F. Kraenzcl *

Montana State University

INTRODUCTION
In addition to sparsity of population in the semi-arid Great Plains
and arid West of the United States. there is continuing population
loss in many of these areas. Population increase tends to occur only
in strategic oases and Stet land parts of the several regions. Except in
the case of strategic oases areas, there are. no large cities: and communication and transportation services an. limited. Oases employment
and economic expansion opportunities are also limited. However, the
alternate was of the American humid area culture are being pushed
upon the semi-arid and arid regions where pluralism cannot be supported, except at a high cost.

These above conditions create a unique phenomenon, that of
social cost of space. In turn, this becomes a further limiting force on
population and economic growth.' This cost of space represents a

deficit condition in which effective role performance and status
acquisition are difficult to invent. achieve and maintain, especially
when faced with great change.

The object of this paper is to identify and conceptualize some
of the ways in which role performance and status acquisition are
limited by the social cost of space, and are interfered with by influences coming both from within and from outside the semi-arid and
arid regions. These limitations and interferences create confusion and
conflict in the absence of adapted device's that might help the residents to be more effectively organised. There would appear to be a
negative effect on role performance and status acquisition arising from
cob these deficiencies so that the socialisation of people is often handicapped or inhibited.
41144
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These interferences with socialization, especially in effective role
and status definition, are further exaggerated by the minority aspects
of behavior in the region.? The population itself is sparse and essen-

tially without voice in matters of both local and national concern.
Within this population are many sub-minorities race, occupation,
religion. nationality, social class and sub-regional organizational groups.
As farms and ranches become larger and suppliers of services become
fewer, population decreases and this deficit becomes a psychological
barrier. Lack of growth, in a society which measures its stature chiefly
by accretions in size, is truly a handicap. This, coupled with less work

and business opportunity, does not make for constructive role performance and status acquisition in the regions. Motivation may, in
fact, be based primarily on negative factors such as fear and insecurity
or simply on lack of direction.

In addition to orienting the structural and processual aspetts of
role and status to the facts of sparsity,? the three other aspects that will
he emphasized in this paper are:

(1)
(2)
(3)

Internal aspects of role and status deficits in the sparsely
populated regions;
External aspects of role and status deficits in the sparsely
populated regions;
Exploratory hypotheses regarding role and status dynamics
in sparsely populated regions.

Role and Status and Their Structural and Processual Aspects
Role and status are a part of the structural aspects of any social

system. Every society has some kind of hierarchya class system.'
There is a variation among societies only on a continuum indicating
a range from those with fairly open and flexible classes, allowing
relatively ready intake and departure, to those with a strictly closed
caste-like hierarchy, permitting no intake. These class or caste levels
represent a hierarchy of status levels. Individuals may aspire to these,
or they may be excluded by ascribed rules and regulations. In a sparsely

populated area, chiefly agricultural in nature, the class differentiations tend to be less'
Within these status levels, or cutting across them, are the roles
that people perform. These are of son, husband, father, grandfather,
provider and so forth, as examples of male roles. For the female they
may be daughter, wife, mother, grandmother, president of the Ladies
Aid, housekeeper or homemaker. These are only a few of the roles
that people may play at one time or another in their lives. They may
cluster into a multiplicity of roles that must he played at one and the
same time.
The more significant point, however. is that there are also processual or interactional aspects attached to these roles and statuses."

They permit and require interaction between people. Without the
structural aspects of role and status them can be no interaction. The
reverse is also true. A person can be a husband only toward a wife or a
14
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parent only toward a child; or a neighbor only toward a neighbor. In
some societies these roles may be the same regardless of status levels;

in others they may differ strikingly by status levels. Studies have
shown that high and low social classes. for example. have differing
customs, role prescriptions and mores as to courtship, love, sex relations, work habits, food habits and other behavioral patterns related
to role performance.?

The point is that there are interactional or pnwessual aspects
attached to the structural aspects of role and status.
A clear definition of status and role in both structural and interactional aspects is always essential to understanding human behavior.
When confronted with social change of the present magnitude there
are many emerging problems that make for confusion. Where technological change and resultant loss of population have intensified the
social cost of space, this confusion is especially acute. These will
require an intensification of research efforts and the use of results in
purposeful direction of social processes.
Internal Atpeett of Rale and Status Deficits in the Sparsely
Populated Regions
It is impossible to catalogue the many deficits that prevail in the
semiarid and arid regions regarding role and status. This is an espe-

cially pressing situation in the northern Plains states which are also
the colonial area hearing a tribute-paying stance to the humid regions
of the nation.` These latter areas are in a commanding position because they are highly urbanites, and industrialized.

It is well known that the Great Plains, and much of ch. and
West, are also largely agricultural with a very minimum of industrial
opportunities at present. and these chiefly of the raw-material extraction type. Both of these types of economic activity are highly mechanized and the operat:ng and management units of both have become
ever larger in sire and capital requirements. The result of this has
been a striking decrease in the number of farm and ranch units" and
only a minimal growth in employment in the highly skilled industrial
labor categories.

Since role and status goals. values and opportunities have been
primarily attached to work, earning, property ownership and aquisition of income and property,'" the fewer opportunities in the highly
skilled laboring occupations and in farming and ranching have created sharp deficits in role and status opportunities. The social values
of family-ranch and family-farm objectives. coupled with a high birth
rate in the past, have not easily given way to these new trends. Hence
the traditional role and status goals and objectives are unrealistic in
the light of current size, capital investment requirements and merhnizat ion. Many people have, in fact, not made this role and status goal

transition. The situation is similar for hard-rock mining and for rail
transportation. There is much confusion and conflict.
13
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There is also an exodus of population, including departure of
youth who were, by tradition, intended to be the inheritors of the
family-type occupations and estates and the associated values favored
by older generations. These facts are demoraliring, not alone for farm-

ers and ranchers and for lahorers and businessmen but for schools,
churches, communities and trade centers. This means loss of community and ever fewer opportunities for other kinds of social role experiences. AN of this means a diminution of the capacity to become
or remain social.

The Great Plains and much of the arid West are cityless. This
is especially true of the four northern Great Plains statesthe two
Dakotas. Montana and Wyoming. For example, the Great Plains portion of these four states, constituting 242.437 square miles, has no
cities of 100,000 or mar population: vet an area of equivalent sire in

the. Ohio Valley (invoking the totality of six states) has 22 cities of
such sins. The Great Plains youth, when leaving the farm. must getterallv move' out of the states invoked, indicating critical deficits in tole
and status opportunities." Even smaller cities are relatively few with-

in this region. There were only 12 towns of 10,000 to 49.999 in this
four state northern Plains region: for the equivalent sire Ohio Valley
area there were 291 towns of this sire.13
The inference is not only that there are a decreasing number of

work opportunities in the agriculture of the region. but work oPportunitis along the mainnreets of the towns and small cities of the
relion are limited and do not offer great promise for expansion. It
seems that theist, limited opportunities result in a decrease in valid
role models, and hence in role deprivation and status dislocation.
Moreover, the limited opportunities result in additional tensions,
even within families. Thus confusion in regard to role and status acquire* an additional deficit quality.
The case of the Great Plains is somewhat different from that
of the arid West. The arid Mountain and Inter-mountain West is
so arid that people can live only in oases- -man cannot survive in the
arid stretches outside the irrigated portions. Some of these oases also
contain relatively large towns. even cities of sitmificant metropolitan
influence.13 For this reason. the arid West. for the present. has been
growing agriculturally. industrially and in other ways. However, these
oases are limited by the availability of water. In the Great Plains peo-

ple live all over the land on dry as well as irrigated land. This

makes for greater physical as well as greater social separation of pea-

ph. Community centers are, therefore', smaller, weaker and farther
apart. Roles are rather highly inclividualired and status in often selfascribed."

It may he that role deprivation and status dislocation in the
arid oases West have been less apparent. but as real as in the semi -arid

Great Plains. It may even he true that the highly urbanised portion
of the oases West, in relation to the more agricultural segments are
a more crassly domineering and. therefore, deficit-creating influence
16
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in role and status matters titan ate the humid. tirbaninx1 metropolitan
areas in their relation to the sparsely pelted:fled Great Plains.
The arid `iota flutist (7 states) is presently on a grand scale water

hunt. This mar well include the taping of the other four arid states
to the north, and Western Canada.' .1 he sutvess C1f such a raid may
postpone the plundering of the agricultural and rural segment of the
oases for a time, but finally the latter, ton, will he exploited.
It appear: that. except for a tttqatrary period, the less urbanired
and industrialitd oases -the sparser populated segments -will suffer
fnatt internal tole and status deficits as much as. and in a similar
manner to the smi-arid region, in this instance the Great Plains. For
the Gnat Plains states. lack of role opportunity and necessarily changing values and expectations. make status acquisition difficult. Since.
in the sparsely populated regions. even ascribed status does not have
high instnementanon value.'" of the kind that is necessary to implement chance. and the chances of acquiring slants are limited, many
social problems are created. Young people leave, and the older ones
an' discouraged and suffer from anomie.
External A tpeete to, hole and Stain% Defieitc in the Sparte/y
Populated Regionc
A particularly destructive influence on effective role performance

and status acquisit'on in the semi-arid and arid regions has come
from external forces. These have widened and deepened the deficit
asnects arising from the internal forces enumerated above. These
extemai influence's are the kind that have been exploitive and not
constructive for the welfare of the sparse regions.
Three specific situations will he described in this context. These
are:
(11

The town-country animosity that the National Tax Equality Association has fastened upon the northern Plains region
in the form of a hostility generating war upon the cooperatives.

(2)

(3)

The hostility against labor which has been and is being
forced upon the communities of the sparse regions in the
form of threatened right-to-work laws sponsored by the
campaigns of the National Right-to-Work Committee.
The discord and impoverishment perpetrated upon the
sparse regions by the conservative segment of the American

Medical Association. in its attempt to define as socialistic

any pgram with which it is not in accord.
The propaganda fed into the sparsely populated regions front
outside, in efforts as described above, has pitted wheat farmer against
rancher. agricultural people against mainstreet businessmen, la-

borers against farmers, and other groups against each other. This
has encouraged a kind of pluralism or fragmentation that is dysfunctional for the residents. Funds collected in the sparse regions often
have been used for purposes inimical to site welfare of the residents.
and for blocking constructive efforts for assimilation and integration."
17
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Without enough people to adequately support necessary services,

most Plains communities have a citizenry that is deeply divided and

that gives evidence of pluralistic structure, and of minority pitted
against minority. Most mainstreet people have been taught to be
afraid of cooperatives and to equate them with sor4dism. Some farmers and ranchers initiate cooperatives while others identify themselves
with thainstreet anti-cooperative attitudes. Some laborers are highly
organized; others are not. Some farmers support organized labor and
others are strongly opposed. And all together they are merely a handful.

Under such conditions, only a few men and women walk erect:
many walk defiantly, or fearfully and ashamed. Even members of the

same family, husband and wife or parents and children, walk different paths, sometimes with stiff necks. In addition to role confusion,
there is also lack of official intake and frequently inadequate depar-

ture. A strong groupfamily. community or labor union for example- -knows who its members ate and what their roles are. Each is
ascribed a specific status. This requires prescribed intake and departure procedures.

When intake is weak anyone can he a carpenter, even a poor
one, and can (barge the going wage. The banker or outside businessman, already well heeled financially, can become a fanner or rancher
with access to ready cash, while the. regular farmers or ranchers have
less ready access to cash for expansion and operation. Often mobility
is so great that departure of members is scarcely noticed, even in the

case of death. The significance of the role and status of people is
ditninished by this kind of imputed insignificance.
Role and status deficits arising from limited economic and social

opportunities are compounded by additional deficits that grow out
of the conflict which has been thrust upon the sparsely populated
regions from outside. Following are examples of such hostility creating forces.

The National Tax Equality Association. The National Tax
Equality As.sociition, organized in 1943 with headquarters in Chicago,
had as promoter a Tom McCabe who owned a string of grain eleva-

tors in the Northern Great Plains." His chief target was M. W.
Thatcher, general manager of the National Farmer's Union Grain
Terminal Association. This cooperative is fanner owned through
local cooperatives. Torn Mct:alx. finally sold his elevators to the GTA
in 1958. He died soon thereafter and NEA has declined in stature,
at least for the moment.
NTEA purveyed propaganda to create a hate program against
cooperatives, pitting mainstreet people against farmers and ranchers

in the Northern Plains. Again and again, in spite of congressional
investigations, Internal Revenue Service rulings, court decisions and

the writings of economists and other authorities on the subject of
cooperatives. this propaganda prejudiced many people so severely that

state legislatures" repeatedly threatened to penalize cooperatives.
18
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Often this was no more than a threat designed only to keep animesities alive and use them again to create an issue again at a future tit le.
Cooperatives. to this day, suffer from unwarranted attacks, and oe
havior is not rational concerning them in many commu"ni"ties. eco..
nomir opportunities have been inhibited and destroyed for people,
and the growth of communities has been retarded.
This heritage of conflict and town-country distrust is the legacy
that Mr. McCabe and his Nit.% fastened upon a cityless land, a land
without adequate communication facilities to defend itself against the
anti-cooperative propaganda that hat heen foisted upon it from outside the region by people who sought gain for themselves only. But
this example does not stand alone.
The National IVght-to-Work Campaign.2" Most sparsely populated Great Plains, Mountain and Inter-mountain states have only a
handful of organized laborers, and these concentrated in transportation and shipping, mining:" and lumbering, federal employment, or
federal contract work. The remainder of labor is feebly organized. if
at all, and only in spots here and there. In the small towns it is common for laborers to become contractors and owners of business, i.
plumbing, tin smithing, barbering, construction contractors. Such master craftsmen continue to he active members of the union even though
they are now employers. This is an act of infiltration, and is confusing
to union members as well as purchasers of services. By this. role performance is distorted and status positions are dislocated. It is damaging to a clear understanding of work roles and status levels for organized as well as unotganized labor, employers and employees, and
the community at large.
Under such conditions many workers ride on the coat tails of the
small organized minority and obtain some of the wage and working
condition benefits that fall as crumbs from the table of the organized
few, often with the consent of the shopkeeper employers. There is
evidence that the unorganized laborers of the sparsely populated area
are often angry at the organized segment, separate themselves from
the latter, and are even a foe on occasion. There could he nothing
more instrumental in fostering role deprivation and status dislocation
as well as pluralism than such factional behavior within a group that
is already a minority.
National labor legislation, specifically the Taft-Hartley amendment. has a short clause. Section 14b. It says: "Nothing in this Act
shall be construed as authorizing the execution or application of agreements requiring membership in a labor organization as a condition
of employment in any state or territory in which such execution or
application is prohibited by state or territorial law."

As a part of a piece of major federal legislation intended to
alleviate a problem of national scope. this is an unfortunate clause
because it countermands that which was intended to be corrected.'I
Qualified authorities agree that the 14b amendment should be repealed.
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On a national wale. there are those who hope. to henefit from
labor unrest. and there are those -handmaidens** who would purvey
any kind of pnepaganda as long as there is profit in it for themselves."
On February 10. 1i 66. the day the. Senate postponed action on the

repeal of l'Ib. the chairman of the National Right-to-Work Committee announced from the nation's capital that there would be a
national campaign to obtain right-to-work legislation in ten additional states, all western and spariel populated. and one of these would
he' Montana.2' Forthwith an office was established in Montana with
C. T. Clark. an oil distributor of Billings. as chairman and manager
of the Montana campais.m. On March 13. 1966. in a news story released from Billings. Montana. Mr. Clark stated: -The movement in
this state would he supported entirely by Montana people'. financially
and mho wise... Montana is a compulsory ',don state and we are
seeking only to educate. .. if the people want to do something about

it. it's up to the."v

In the face of the statement of the. National Right-to-Work Committee. this statement by the Montana chairman represents a perversion. It illustrates how outside forces use resident population and

funds to create confusion and conflict: a pattern that has become
twical for this citfless legion. Repeated legislative, efforts in some
Males. and actual passage of legislation in others but rejection by
popular %on% indicate the persistent and destructive nature of the
propagandists in following their goals. even if these are no more than
earning a livelihood.2"
It is clear that this campaign by the National Right-to-Work
Committee will contribute strikingly to the mounting hostility in the

sparsely populated states. Again. the population of these states, alwady tan small to support adequately many of the services taken
for granted as belonging to an acceptable standard of living today, will

he decreased in stature. The. fear and suspicion generated by these
campaigns make any creative adjust:tie:A to the problems of the. small
COMMIltlitV :111110M illtp0Valle.?: Role. and status opportunities will he

even more confused and diminished. so that further exodus of 1)01)Hk:dm will follow.
The American Mahal el,wriatif Attack. The fight against prepayment and medicane programs sponsored by the conservative wing
of the .merican Medical Association has been especially destructive
to tole and slams models it: the sparsely populated regions. Many
Plains communities are so small that only a general practitioner can
serve, and he can seme well onh when he' is backstopped by specialists
from the larger centers. This requires a coordinated organintion between communities of varied site. The extreme efforts of some ph-

sicians. and their hired plopagandists, to define any coverathe

and huenraied effort as socialistic has succeeded in destroying. at least
to a de..me, not only this necussar coordination but also the image
of the physician. Also, it has inhibited constructive organitational
innovations to cope with providing adequate medical care in sparsely
settled set n rid regions.
20

Furthermore. the loss of the family physician as an ideal-type
model has been harmful. particularly to youth. In situations in which
role models ate few. emulation of the few professional people that resid in the community becomes an intim, tam role learning device,

and the loss of this ideal or model is truly destructive. In addition
to thew losses. cottfusion and conflict in communities has been increasd. work opportunities have been limited. various kinds of services have been withheld. towns have been kept from growing, and
the joining of hands by people and communities to aeomplish reasonable oljecthes has been frustrated.

The writers will not here document weaknesses of the health
program in America. and the share of this weakness that follows from
the propaganda campaign that originated with the conservative wing
of the A,MA. These facts are well documented by Roul Tun ley in his recent hook. THE .4.1/I.:RICAN HE.41.711 SCANDAL, by Martin L.
Gross in his hook. THE DOCTORS, and,by Dr. Michael Shadid in
his hook CRI 'SAMNG DOCTOR. as well as by reviewing the content
of the Journal f the .4.11.4 and other references."
Only a few items that relate to the sparsely populated region will
he noted here. For the decade of the thirties the agriculturists of the
Plains suffered greatly from low income and from long neglect due to
inadequate medic al care. Their rehabilitation as earners was dependent upon improving- their health. Tlw Resettlement Administration,

later the Fan' Sectority Administration. advanced loan money for
medical care for the farmers and ranchers and their families. Medical
care agreements were made with local doctors who, for the first time
in many a year. had a fairly certain income. The financing of a pre-

payment program for farmers and ranchers was initiated." If cash
for the premiums was not available from out-of-pocket sources, it was

paid out of the Farm Security Loan.
Then came World War II and these plans were destroyed. Blue
Cross group protection was then developed for hospitals. followed by
Blue Shield plans to pay t',. doctors. Many private individual and
group plans followed. Costs have continued to rise for health insurances.'" But even these plans could not easily reach farmers and
ranchers for lark of sponsorship and organization. One of the earliest
pre-payment hospital and medical care pmgrams in the spaely populated area was at Elk City. Oklahoma. %%late this program was
under attack by the profession. and virtually destroyed in spite of
favorable court rulings, great confusion and conflict were created
on all levels. `e Individuals and communities were separated. and
even destroyed by the conflict and the attendant reprisals.
The Great Plains Agricultural Advisory Council. a multi-agency
council designed to cope with the problems of people in this sparsely
populated region. had as its first subcommittee one concerned with
the health of people in the area. Obviously doctors needed to be included on this committee. Committee efforts to bring lay people and
doctors together to discuss mutual problems in providing health
21
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services to people in sparsely ipulated areas failed, :mit* because
of the interferences of medical people.':

The destructive impact of AMA upent tole and status matters
will not he detailed hen.. This research will he left to future chroniclers. Here the effort is to recent, the fact that some people of the
sparsely populated region of the nation made an effort to work co.
operativiv among themselves and with doctors to get services to people
and communities. The &o , was stunted by du. lack of medical leadership. facilities and servims. It is still thwarted by these forces.

The population of the semi-arid plains and much of the arid
West is so sparse and space creates such a high cost --economic and
social that special efforts must he made to get services to people.
The fact of sparsity demands that for a community a single solution
must take precedence over many choices, all of them puerile and inade quate. to the needs. The region cannot afford the luxury of pluralism. except at :t sacrificial cost. Organized group and public ways of
giving services necessarily take precedence over laissez faire and highly individualistic ways. AA These latter may he a luxury that can he
afforded only by the densely populated areas.
This intransigency of the American Medical Association.
without doubt, handicaps the Medicare program instituted in
July of 1966. This is especially true of the sparsely populated
area when. personnel and facilities are already deficient in number
and quality. The initiation of Medicare standards for hospitals and
nursing care homes, and the proper and required coordination of these
facilities with medical practitioners, will result in closing many below
standard facilities or demand a hurried and therefore. unplanned updating." This is truly an example of the social cost of space.
This might not have been necessary had there been adequate
up-grading in the past. with the help of the medical profession. Now
it appears that many communities may lose their facilities, and
their practitioners as well, unless long delayed efforts are instigated.

Such efforts will require the cooperation of many doctors in the
larger centers. and the extension of hack-stopping or consultative

services from these and ftom state public health departments to the
practitioners and facilities in the smaller platy...". This self-regulation
by the medical practitioners obviously should met he. socialistic, but
merely a group practice.. undergirded by an economical and efficient
pmpament system. It will Ix interesting to learn whether these and
attendant innovations can he accomphshed with ease and courtesy.
in s iew of the role deprivation and status dislocation that the profession has heaped upon itself.
It appears then. that organized medicine, while engaging in the
fetish of an extremely individualistic practice of medicine and mounting its attack from urban places. has done much to destroy the effective role performance and high status level of physicians in the sparsely

populated areas; has removed the physician. in large part, as the
ideal-type model of a professional person; has created destructive
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schisms between people and communities: and has destroyed some
individuals, including physicians, in the process.
Exptosatot y flypothew% Regarding Role and Statue Situation
in Spahely Popula:ed Regionv of the I' nited States
When. there is already sparse population, every attempt at foster-

ing pluralism and every conflict result in the diminuation of "being
social'. and enhance the minority aspects of behavior. This detracts
from the isossibilitv of clear role models being developed and blurs
the role takieg and role making procedures. Limited economic and
social opportunities. together with conflict and confusion, represent
deficits most panicularly for the youth and the senior citizen.
Where then. is this confession and minority behavior, with the
resultant role and status damage. the end result is a deficit of roles

to pursue and status rungs to aspire to.
Following sire a number of tentative hypotheses concerning role
deprivation and CHIA dislocation in the setting of a sparsely populated

region. It should be emphasized that this analysis is limited to the
United States in which the arid and semi-arid parts are attached
to a humid area the latter also dominantly the urbanized and highly
industrial segment of the society. Humid area valises and expectations,
including their multitudinous alternates and the resultant pluralism.

are thrust onto the sparsely populated arid and semi-arid regions.
making indigenous adaptations difficult. Then. is thus a cross-cultural
type of situation which creates confusion and conflict, and exaggerates
existing inequities because it gives credance to a pluralism that can-

not he' afforded. This results in further intensification of role deprivation and status dislocation. For historical reasons, the values in this
society are also a mixture of those on the frontier coupled with those
of an area of greater density and oriented to a more urban and industrial value hierarchy.

The writers know of no other society that spans aridity. semiaridity and humidity in which either the arid and/or semi-arid value
system represents the cl.nuinent value system hierarchy by which actions and judgments are validated. Then. are societies that span such

a range of climatic conditions and are similar to the United States,
but their unique history and settlement pattern puts them into a
setting of then own. These are Canada and Australia, and perhaps
Argentina. There are. also. societies that span such a range of
climatic conditions but also allow for great var:atim in the staters
hierarchy system for lack of nationwide communication and recruit-

ing effectiveness (China and India for example). And there are
societies or social systems that are limited to arid or semi-arid con-

ditions entirely ( Iran and Iraq for example ). In such cases the
value system hierarchy is self-dtermining and oriented to the local
sisarsity conditions.

The several hypotheses enumerated below are not intended to
apply to the latter kind of social systems: they are intended to apply
only to the United Statesthat is, societies in which there is variation
23
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in population. geography. social conditions and pluralism in many
social aspects. but also in which communication is projected from
the humid-urban area almost completely and upon :he sp.Arsely popu-

Mt: f" value conflict. These hypotheses are ptrr."41,!?fl.
mned to ettiptiasim the significance of role deprivation and status
dislocation for the semi-arid regions of such a nation, when there
is a premium placed on pluralisms. making it synonymous with patriot-

ism. rut:brown% they are presented in an effort to establish the
content and the boundary of phenomena so that these significant
of social lis ing can he identified and, hence, more easily
aspe.c
me.eaired. hopefully this will encourage an extension of research
efforts. including contrasts between densely populated and sparsely
populated regions in these trspects.
Ilypothesis 1 Since work opportunities are essential to sound

role development and status establishment. the impact of the influnces set out in the internal and external forces that make for
work and job deficits and confusion create tensions and instability.
This contributes to extensive social problems in the sparsely populated

areas. Role adaptation and status realignment as factors in overcoming these social problems (mental illness and anomie in old age
for example are stunted and dwarfed by these came forces that
make for role and status defieits.
Ilvpothesis II The role and status of the resident innovator and/
or adaptor. because of the impact of the external influences (described
above and because of the confusion and conflict within the sparse

rlions. is made impotent and is. therefore. rejected. The existing

tole confusion is further intensified by lack of individual experience
and by lack of group support in creating new or adapted roles which
will serve to realign the status structure.

hxliesis III

Because of the ready acceptance of external

forces that have, he custom, impinged upon the people of the region.
the humid area spokesmen. when pleading for the status quo. acquire
heroic and charismatic stature. Thus they not only inhibit the local

innovator. but create an adoration for the status quo so that the

total behavior borders on the dysfunctional and the destructive.
A corollary to this hypothesis is that many -outsiders" who enter
the region as residents. function to preserve the dysfunctional role
and %tatos hierarchy. but derive their own role behavior and status
!mi) from a functional system foreign to and ()inside the region. Their
role and status situations are not relevant and do not provide realistic

models for the local people: but may he inappropriately used as
models. thus deepening the role confusion and status conflict. The
reason that local tsidents accept these foreign pseudo-models is that
the role and status of these foreigners appear to be achieved, thus
highly valued: whereas in fact these role and status levels arc only
accrihed.
Hypothesis

%Viten local residents identify with the status
quo champions and when there are few other role models to emulate,
the local residents serve as tools for these external forces, and thereby
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run the risk of role and status conflicts and confusion for themselves
in their own community and in their own mind. Unless they are part-

cidarl astute. they run the risk of role deprivation and status chsIncation for thrmselses. The additional destructise aspect is that they
also provide false tole models.

Hypothesis V Because of sparsity and the consequent social
clistant e. communication to surmount it
and status harriers that
an' no Ionizer significant is difficult. and traditional minority segmentation and behavior continue to lx' divisive isn't.% Under such conditions. the role Ind status deficit-rating forces previously enumerated are intensified. Resultant injuries are not easily healed and constmetiye role and status innovation cannot take place tradily.
A corollary to this is that this schism and cementation is deepened and widened. frequently in cleliberate manner. by those who
would divide and conquer. This enhances the deficit context for role
lueformance and status acquisition. For example, the facts are that
modern ranching and lamming, which represent a historical schism
with great emotional overtones. have the same production, marketing
and price-income problems and objectives. The continued schism
contributes to misfortune in the regions on all *levels.
Hypothesis VI Because of the relatively small numbers in each
occupational group and because of consequent lack of organization
and esprit de corps as to procedure, there are few formalized and
standardized intake or departure procedures. and role and status
expectations and values are ill defined. sometimes unknown, or even
non-existent. This necessarily is a deficit context in which role deprivation and status dislocation thrive. Any agency or group which does
attempt to organize itself effectively and provide a constructive climate
for probable role and status development. adaptation and redefinition
is automatically defined as a threat to the existing power structure.
and an additional minority group is thereby effected.

Hypothesis VIISome individuals with capacity to recognize
and, therefore, to initiate role and status adaptation by themselves
do CO and succeed. Others fail in role performance and in acquiring
status. As individuals, they cannot command the large capital amounts
that are required. or the moral support that is demanded, or the alter
role that is essential or the cooperation of other people to mount an

effective thrust. This kind of separativeness makes it difficult for
individuals to perform and interpret a newly created role: and in
addition. it is difficult for others to petre ls'. the original problem as
well as the new role. Her m. the individual is left without the reinforce-

ment that would make change a reality for himself and others. An
adjustment of group and institutional dimension is required for most
people and adjustments on such a wale represent the true social
character of the problem in the sparsely populated regions.
Hypothesis VIII. Role innovation and status realignment, delayed too long on the group and institutional level, result in such extensive frustration that cooperation may not be an effective instrument. Conflict, hopefully of a constructive kind, may be the only re25
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maining device for producing change. In a sparsely populated area,
the internal and external deficit factors enumerated earlier may even
freistraie reitmenahly ceintriectitr conflict efforts, and revolution may
he necessary. as in the case of the agricultural revolts of the Populist

period and the Farm Holiday Movement. The recent civil rights

demonstrations illustrate the same need for constructive conflict as the
change-agent.

Hypothesis IX .Consolidatin eel' services, when effected in a
sparsely populated area. results in disenfranchising many people,
especially those most remote and those least in number. This results
in loss of role opportunities and status raising positions unless new
channels of connnunication and active participation are devised for
the newly consolidated arrangement. The disenfranchisement is the
more destructive because it limits the number of role models and experiences in role taking and certainly limits role innovation.
Hypothesis X- Extreme division of labor and specialization have
destrywed the high status given to those persons who were the generalists and who performed many facets of an operation: i.e.. the persons
who ably incorporated a diversity of functions in a single role. There
are now few generalists. no matter what the task. The sparsely pop-

ulated area cannot oasily support the specialist lx.cause of distance
and social cost of space lituitationc. Therefore, people in the sparsely
populated area do without the services or demand that the generalists
function at a diminished status level. This applies not alone to the
professional person but to the tradesman and the laborer, with the
fanner and the rancher perhaps the exception. To integrate generalist
and specialist services into a coordinated inter-community organi-

zational pattern will demand great innovation in role and status
matters.

Hypothesis XI .1tecatese traditional production and even certain
associated industrial and service roles are decreasing in the sparsely
populated area, remaking in further population decline to the point
where community survival is threatened for many towns, the sparsely
in the vanguard for developing adaptive
populated region must
role and status models. Such an effort will require the application of
the new economics ( Keynesian for example ) . In view of some of the
other deficit henry. that operate in the region, this task will necessarily
be herculean in scope. Service. management. supervisory, educational
and administrative roles. %thick heretofore were limited in number
and were often low in states, because' of the puritan-economic values
that prevailed. will become more numerous. This would require a
drastic realignment. not only of roles but of status positions for many.
Occupations formerly valued for their physical production characteristics would be devalued. relatively speaking. Self-ascribed status
would necessarily sive way to socially defined status positions. The
old space frontier we mid become a frontier for new role and status
daily defined and circumscribed by group
functions this tunexpectations.
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Hypothesis XII Since' mental illness is often a product of role
and status anomie, the deficit contexts few effective role performance
and status acquisition in sparsely populated regions would appear to
he significant factors in the increased inidenee of mental illness: and
instrumentation fur rehahilitatiem through effective role performance
and status acquisition in the sparsely pplated ref,Tion would appear
to he a high priority task.
Hypothesis XIII Because anomie in old age is in part. the pro-

duct of inadequate departure from a work life and inappropriate
intake into other constnictive roles. these deficit contexts which prevail

in the sparsely populated area arc' a special handicap in exploring
new role and status possibilities for the elderly: and special emphasis
is needed in view of the size of the population invoked and the' dislocation that would follow under a laissez faire policy.
Summary
The. dynamics of many of the small communities in the sparsely

populated regions, due' to deficits both internal and external. is apparently so pathological that constructive change can eminate only
from forces other than the community. Feelings of having been discriminated against and exploited and of being inadequate and insecure' create' minority behavior which is defensive' and self-generating.

Resources and opportunities for communities in the sparsely populated area are limited and will continue to he so. Efforts at cooperation and constructive action have had such a low degree of success

that new roles have not easily developed, or have had such a low
prestige that they were' not e'mulate'd.

Role-taking and role-making opportunities as we'll as models
outside' the' family are limited. It appears that the' family will continue

as the strong primary group and will be' the base for whatever new
role and status structure's are developed and tested--at least to start
with. The family, too, will be the agency for establishing the new
value system in which these' adapted role performance and status
acquisition functions can thrive. Then only will the community and
other institutional agencies be able' to assert their role and status
imputing functions in an effective manner.
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Ecology, Economy and Society in an
Agricultural Region of the Northern
Great Plains
John W. Bennett
Il'atherr;,h on I. nivel tot t' at St. Louis

INTRODUCTION
The North Nmrican Great Plains went settled principally by
people of small-farming traditions. accustomed to humid climates. and
therefore unwilling to acknowledge the environmental deficiencies of
the lands %%11 of the Innredth meridian. Throughout the history of
Westetu %at mein. deficiency conditions have been foteht, or even
;toted. in an effort to fulfill the image of a potentially verdant land
which needs only the hard work of men to make it bloom. In its third

and fourth generation of settlement. this part of North America has
only mst begun to unde:11nd its position. as its population and economy drifts towatd inevitable adjustments: sparse country settlement

and dense -oasis" populations: and chmnic difficulty in obtaining
the public services and comforts afforded by the rest of the nation.
Tim.. it it.: clear that in the countryside there are really only two
'mud alternatives: much of the aquirultural %Vest can support either re-

Lithel small. well -off. sparsl-distributed populations: or relatively
large imIndations at a level of lking clmspietniusl below national
middle-inome standards. An extreme example c f the former an the
.hugely- settled ranching communities in areas of good pasture: of the

latter. tle telativl densely-pops dated Indian reservations in maim:tut:Mal or desert areas. Most Vestern train or mixed fanners fall
%mulls lute between. and no clear resolution of their adaptive statue
has been it( !sieved in many districts.

The ill'Pliemitta of the ;Nitr:di-Al e'c'ological approach to the
souk of thew (;eat Maim site ietie.: mast he made in full awareness
of the fact that their economies operate on the theory of mutinous
Mum Atm. which implies constant effort toward transformation of
the natural environment into usable resottnys. This differs from
the classic ca.. of the tribal society. whirl attains a particular level
of W.1111110: 11111.11:111011 and then maintains this in a relatively stain

qnilibtium. such equilibria are impossible to achime in an agrarian
eye 111111iiiV dept ndeut slain matket fluctuations of price and cost. How-

evr. since in the %Vest. tesouues are either deficient or spcialived,
the possibilities etf itmoation are frequently curtailed, arid extensive
33
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moved rapidly since %Vol Id War II: about half of the farmers Ines-

ient at the end of the War have now sold out and left the region.
Still, the rise in costs and the need for large-scale operations have

been so insistent that it is doubtful. for some districts. whether more
than half of the remaining, gerath enlarged units, can survise more
than a decade.
An important adaptive process in the region concet ns the tendency
to select or develop particular microenvironments for the establishment of specialited productive modes (See Fig. I Purebred cattle
farms are developing in a belt of sandy soils along the (not of the
north slope of the hills. where land sells somewhat more cheaply than
elsewhere. Purebred cattle can he raised on relatively small pasture
units, intensisely developed, and techniques for tame grass cultivation
developed in the past generation can he used to make these -deserts"
productive. On hilly areas near transpwtation arteries land is going

out of farm or ranch production and into cattle feeding- another

high-yield indusu y which can be developed on small land areas. In
two districts, one to the north, the other to the south Of the hills, a strategic development of community pastures and irrigation projects

have innitted a ommunities of mixed farmers to achieve a certain
local stability, thug making better use of submarginal soils and rainfall-shelter areas ueserted by homesteaders.
Stich collectis e-use facilities afford farmers an opportunity to
grate their hods during the smuttier, thus relieving the pressure on
their very small home ranges. which (an he used for winter grating
only. Iloweser. moisture variability in the region has resulted in fluctuating herd allotments for the community pastures. which works a

hardship on the fainter who thie ncl. on the income from a small
herd: then has to reduce this herd in dry years due to grass short-

ages in the community pastille. The only truly viable livestock regime
in the ;ova is the medium-to-lage ranch. with good water and grass.
in the hills or on the slopes. Only these enterprises have reasonable
assurance of available resources: only these enterprises do mit suffer
seriously from income variability.

The region was settled on the basis of a rectangular grid land
survey duplicating the sstem used in the U. S. Roth leased grating
areas and homestead farms were aliened on the basis of this survey,
without reganl for soil. topography. or water reSOIIITCS, with the
exception of the most rugged areas of the hills, which we
-Yer
opened to homesteading. User 6w; of all farms homesteadry
the
region wete. by the 19:10'.. found to he in districts where the lightness of soil texture or the shortage of ground water made crops or mixed
agrieulture at teasonable levels of income impossible save in large units
of two sections, or two square miles in extent. In Canada. as in the U.S.,
the homestead episode was strictly a trial-and-error experiment. Induced 1w political pressures before' agronomic science had advanced

to a point where the resource picture could he ascertained, there
was nothing to do but throw the region open and see what happened.
In spite of this situation, knowledge of needed modifications of the
rigid tenure pattern was available, in the works of John Wesley
33
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INn.ell if no one elm. and the.l might liae been applied in such
a way as to allo.ate taint and ranch unit. %%hit greater eolieal
consiqqlw%. .mser 7t I %c.a. sot rliclinient. the

iahle or stahle

to
unit lil die tvginti ale. a%
flume
tlililt
t.
iu
Ihs.
hill..
%%hid,
wets.
tie%er
fiialgi ill thy

(pnil to homesteading. Iis cloys not mean that with coulinimit%- pas.
tine., fel tili/at ion, drilled %tells and litho de% clopment.. a %iale Inixt1
econlini% amint he estahli.lied in certain districts. It can.
but
and
it i% tint ea,%. and inea.ing (15.1. 'equity iticteasing
eminent ill\l'.4111111t% ill tiliVe tilleltp111111t. rlit incraing
(
land %Ain make the :nem inajorin about Hit',. of Ai IMO 'Aoki
III the I eition .41 to lily 11% few exi.ting Lilt!" (1111.11(trti. 11(11 1(1
tits' "111111. 11.111'1N. %%1111 nerd the 1.111(1

%111% km.

I he dittii tilde. of the tarmt. and .mall ranchers of the r6iin
air thrown into
whet' by the pre.rtice of .ix colonies of IltitIrmo Biethin. who tilmed into the region in the 19.10's. Them.
pople tin'', 51%er pieciwly those fainting

is %%idh the lightest

aril and the titallst and mo1 marginal farm imit. Niam of thew
'21oultul %%al difficultly.. The olonic.. now.
lar2I scale to
or at least the
tivaucial resources and equipment with which to experiment. !hutalst 11.111

eer,
them: ditril 1. as %%ell as t lartning

terian :11110i11. (11011111 .1111 imit the dit riling of relatively large
sum% into capital mulas. ince they lia few pet-in:II poswssions
and raise lunch sit their own foisi. Net ertheless. dirk 1.111111.11/111i1111
1111'11' large mahin-

11, the 1111.11 salts emslitillIV

err and bulk food staple piirch"es. In any case. thew colonies are
su111rtite4 abs nut six times as many IM11111' 1111 the mihmaiginal land

farms. and at an a%tag productivity about 20 times
that of the farni%. In spite of this tylatir sues 11. die colonies are

as the

%duet-able to the :11111. WM1111'1'1'1. plohlem. of the farms

they. too.

have their low-incme %ats. Ifinviler. the t:ootl years ptovitle them
%%MI such a substantial r.en that they ate %chitin! in danger. Both
banks and other colonies will lend 111(111 money in slow periods. In
14(11111 cases. Ibittrian income is men higher than farm and ranch
inconie for «.rtain type% of per-capita figures: in particular, perworking-man Meanie.
The region has other ethnic groups isee Fig. I ). Ranchers an.
all .1tiglo-Saxoti. Canadian or U. S. horn. The farmer homesteaders
came from Scandititnia. (:entral and Eastern Europe. and the British
Isles. as well as (:anatla and the U. S. These groups differed in the
custinis they Int.light to the region, but in no important sensr have
thew ustom% remained %iahlt in the form of local sub-cultures. 'file
Plains %ver our of the most demanding emironments for immigrant
cultures in the New 11 orld. and one either had to "adapt or get out."
in (:arl Kr:tn/rs phrase. !however. certain customs had their effect
on the slectivu process. Ukrainian anti other Eastern European groups

tmlecl to divide the family fauns among the sons at the death of
the first-generation father. thus creating additional substandard producthe units. This led to extensive oust-migration and also to a number
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of marginal enterprises which the Ilutterites were able to buy from
their second-generation proprietors. A conunttnity of German Catholics. of ltir.aan origin. constitutes the most important agrarian poverty

class remaining in the region. Among them. backward fanning traditions. plus the property-division custom tinted above, have been rcinforcecl by a conservath r and clannish religious tradition. Aside from

these caws. "culture" is not an especially significant factor in adaptation in this widow the requirements for successful farming are too
strenuous to permit alternatives. The flutterian Brethren are successful
because their religions- cultural traditions happen to coincide with the
necessary adaptive &titan&
Ainerinds completes the ethnic roster.
A small reservation
These people exist as partial nomads in the region. supported largely
by Government welfare payments. and by a variety of semi-legal and
selling fenceposts to ranchers, often dipped
illegal business: e.
in own dye to make them appear to be rot-proofed. These people
are the region's true landless" proletariat, and constitute a moral problem: a source of guilt for the whites, who have done little or nothing

to help them.
The developmental history of the lamer region can he summarized

on Fig. 2. which presents graphed data on economy. moisture, and
population over the entire history of the Euro-American settlement.
It may he noted that the influx of homesteaders coincided with a
period of relatively good moisture, and also prices - - -a coincidence
which occurred once previously in the U. S. during the 1870's. This
coincidence of favorable factors encouraged homesteading and also
the belief that the West was becoming moister. A less favorable conjunction of factors occurred in the 1930's. when both moisture and
farm prices fell together -the "Dirty Thirties" as they are called in
Saskatchewan. The consequent drastic decline of the homestead
farming population is shown on the curve. The dollar sales curve
for the Jasper General Store is a good indicator in itself of the
movements of the other data. and these close relationships between

cultural and natural phenomena exemplify the need for a broad
ecological approach to the problems of the arid West.

Population and Ream.
Our work on population has progressed only to the point of
descriptive analysis of gross mmthers and their distribution: analysis
of fertility and !ululation 11111(1NSPS begins as this paper is written.
The accompanying Figs. 3. 4. and 5 show the population density
of the region for each township at three critical time periods: 1901:
1921: 1%1. 'l'it.' 1901 period concerns the peak of population growth

tinder the ranching frontier: 1926 represents the peak under the

homestead farming frontier: 1961 represents the remaining "adapted"
population after (bowie: and economic lepressions, and after the
post-Wgerld War II economic revival. For the region as whole, the
population emue would thus show a rapid rise to a peak about 1920:
then a fall. increasingly steep in the 1930's: then a small rise to a low
plateau in She late 1950's and early *60.s.3 This type of curve is found
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Fig. 2.

RELATIONSHIP OF CLIMATIC, ECONOMIC AND DEMOORAPIC
FACTORS FOR JASPER REGION. 1886..1960
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Ch Iltmevtd a hoMitead farm-

for neinl eVe tettion in the Vekt

ing frontier. One segment of the rune is lint on til
pre- 1'N11. This time %mild simply show a neatly flat plateau at a %-et

low !mei indicating the eNtreml

l

the Amide'. tanching itnimv.
Inspection of these dial:lams yields

l1 jtctpulatIIUl suppirted by
ioict me of the history Of Fet-

!lenient if the teeion. The 1(01 diaoorant hnw that the oriinal set-

tlement developed mound laTe to%11, origin.lth a camp Air the railroad workers. The availability of tailad land for sale. phis the punt.

roads leading lin.id the hills. meant that early ranching and fait-

ing settlement built up ailing the I.lil line. The populatinti in Township rosy. J and I .il'.n %hi n the 111"A tItlitIZ of a tendency to settle

alone the creeks &lining the hills riest: a tootle twy which is much
more visible on Fie.% I. for 1.21. It may he noted also that the roads
south of do! town followed the creek beds. and esen 11 the 1960's
there is no nansponation artery abate the east -west crest of the hills.
The demegtphi situation for sesetal townships has been anakrIA in order to highlight important poiss. 011 lY one of theme may
lie destibed bete:
12. This inwnship in 1901 had a tlatiel dense twilittlatiiin. despite its great distance !loin Jasper town.
The reason for this departinr front the pattern was that it occupied a
small. flat plateau area suitable for famine. surrounded hs rung!1

griming kind. The flat area was the site of a numl of ranch had-

quarters. hill was also opened (fir hottwstradiog. Doi to this tomsoai
ccvmhination of both types of phYsingraphic features, this township

receid chers and a few early farmer settlers. causing the populatinn to
1 up rather early for this renting. location. The social life
and culture of this township remains. in the 1960... unusually intimate
and 111Cali,ed.

By 1921 the population has built up heavily in the homesteaded
townships both north and south of the belt of the hills: and has continued to do so along the tailroad inch near the town. .% branch line
towns have sprung up.
has opened up on the south. and a few
Population has increased slightly in the sparsely settled hills. and in
the yen arid plains area at the extirtu south. Township A6. On the
hottont tier. had unusually heavy soil, and received more hennesteaders

than the others.
By 1961 imputation has receded Alinl the homesteaded amis;
has built up anew in certain townships due to the in-migration of
Ibitterian Brethren: and has remained without substantial change in
the ranching townships in the hills and along the creeks. The denselypopulated 'Township 01. in the northwest Cl met% contains the group
of Russo-Gentian Catholic fanners. with yer large families and substandard farming units a poverty group. Several additional villages.
not shown on the 1921 diagram. would base disamwaed by 1961. A
group of townships in the eastern end of the hills (I. II. G. along 7.
B. 9; were homesteaded because of the deceptively pochtive :4)1w:trance of a flat peneplane with long green grass: by 1961 this area,
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with a mean 50-day growing ser qv, was largely deserted by this originted to relatively small-scale ranchal farming population and liaL:

ing, with a low population. The Hutterite colony in the district se:zed
the opportunity presented by the failing population of former homestead farmers. and bought a large tract.
t)n Fig. 1. several community pastures, graying co-ops, and irrigation projects are shown in two strategic loci, north and south of
the bills. The pastures and irrigation projects became effective in the
economy after World 1Var 11: the co-ops not until the middle or late
1950's. Studies of the population of the two principal districts served
by these' combined facilities indicate that there occurred a 5% "retention rate." That is, in similar townships lacking such facilities, an additional 5f of population disappeared in the 1950's. The retention in
the more fortunate townships consisted mainly of married sons and
their families, who decided to succeed to their fathers' enterprises.
Thus the effects of resource development on the marginal farming
society can he measured in demographic terms. However, the pop-

ulation of these districts will not increase beyond this 5t,i figure,
since there are no additional farms available. Further selling, and expansion of existing units, will continue to a degree, and therefore the
population will actually probably stiffer an additional drop in years to
come.

The total cost of the resources development measures in these
districts was about $1 million. Since this investment has "saved" only

an additional Vi increment of population (in some districts about
3 or 4 families), we have a measure of the impressive costs of economic
development in these sparsely-populated areas. The low retention rate

is also indicative of the rising standard of living: these people prefer
to keep population and number of farms small, in order to permit
a rise in the level of living. Thus they take gratifications before demographic increase.

Some preliminary studies indicate that the consistently low, flat
gross-population curves of the ranching districts is due not only to
sparse settle ment. but also to an excess of males. These districts were

settled in the 188()'s by a bachelor society; women were biought in
around 1900, but nun have continued to outnumber women. The
farming population had an approximately equal sex ratio from the
beginning. since the majority of homesteaders came in as married
couples. or as whole large families. The higher fertility of these farm-

ing populations contributed to the large out-migration; in other

words, the settlers least able to cope with the envinnuttnt and estabenterprises also had the largest and most fertile. population.
lish
The changes in population site and density in the homesteaded
areas has meant a change in the pattern of service fun( dons and social
relationships. The di.apparane of the village's has meant a dispersal

of services amt..; the teens and smaller cities: of thew. only one,
the town of japer. is in the region: the' others are. front 60 to 80
miles away. This has meant a development of the "Sudand" and
"Yonland" pattern described for other parts of the Great Plains:
44
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with traditions of
individual family
operation and land
tenure (lease lad
size adequate for

Choice locations
for a majority
of enterprises.

Militated against both
cctlective organizetion
of resources, and cf the
marketing of livestock.
Cooperation confined to
"neighboring."

Encouraged belief in
the nostalgic traditions of the Old Vest
and of the local ranchRanching
ing community.
seen as the only occupational alternative.

Created a stable population, and a high rate of
father-son succession to
enterprises.

\if

Nature of the external market
ranching).
for livestock reinforced
individualistic operatics and
also has been profitable for
.........,ECONONICALLY SECURE
most of the period of settleENTERPRISES

Led to pressure cn
government agencies
to sustain individual
lease tenure; control
of water resources.

1

Leased grazing land
introduced element of
tenure ins urity.

EARLY AND FREE SETTLEMENT IN A REGION
OF GOOD RESOORC S FOR RANCHING

Caused little disposition
to innovate. Traditional
modes of ranching continues
though rising costs are
requiring more innovation.

Yielded a favorable
position vis -a-vis
Government and private
credit agencies.

Natural resources and the
climate of the region were
suitable for livestock
raising most of the time.

By "Livestock raisers" we mean, primarily, the ranchers. However, as a farmer moves toward livestock, and begins
to obtain about 101 or more of his income from cattle, he enters the pattern shown below.
This is, on the whole,
an "adaptor pattern; 1.e., the mode of resources utilization provides a sustaining enterprise which in turn
provides the means for stable population and a traditional culture.

*

THE SOCIAL ECOLOGY OF LIVESTOCK RAISERS*

Fig. 6

7
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Led to inauguration of
various risk-reducing
institutions.

1

And led to major political
movements to control
Government

fl

Yielded vulnerable position
vis-a-vis credit sources;
hence, pressure exerted on
Government agencies

Nature of the external
market for yrein
(Price fluctuatkn, etc.)

1

NIP

Encouraged formation 3f an
externalized, pragmatic
orientation. Alternatives
for occupations other than
farming visualized.

risk)

ECONOMICALLY INSECURE
ENTERPRISES
(variable yield, high

Two 'opposite' responses;
a disposition to innovate;
and the reverse: extremely
conservative operation.

Nigh variability of
climatic factors.
(not amenable to
control)

Created an unstable and
fluctuating population.
Less father -son succession
to enterprises.

Marginal locations for
a majority of enterprises

With traditions of individual family
operation and land tenure.
(Led to
too-smell land holdings)

4'
Nomesteaded 1/4 til.lig.......rhoice locations for
sections
a minority, and all
farmers subject to
high risk.

LATE AND RESTRICTED (homesteaded) SETTLEMENT
IN A REGION OF POOR FARMING RESOURCES

*ay "crop raisers" we mean, primarily, the farmers, or anyone who obtains SOtor more of his income from
raising crops.

THE SOCIAL ECOLOGY OF CROP RAISERS*

Fig.

the entire jasper region is really the "Von land" for several "Sutland"

zones to the east and west. This forces jaspeites to commute long
distances for certain things they need. which in turn contributes to
the further decline of the country neighborhoods. In recent years,
jasper people in many districts have embat Led on conscious plans to
reorganize local social life, and the mixing has taken the form of new
riding and riiping clubs. strengthened women's club activity, and the
purchase of old schoolhouses and their refurbishing as community
centers. There is little doubt that the sense of isolation induced by
centralized schools, decreasing population and increasing travel services reached a point of no return in this friendly Western community

Tin "status deficits" discussed by (ail Kraentel have not been
as important for jasper residents. although there is some awareness
of deprivation, especially among farm housewives. The pace of develop-

ment has been slower in Canada. and Canadians generally do not
exhibit as restless and demanding a temper as their cousins in the
U. S. The condition of the roads and public facilities in the small
towns, as well as social services of all kinds. is probably below the
standards for comparable U. S. regions. since government supports
for these things have been less abundant. The loneliest ranch now
has electricity, and whether it has a telephone or not is entirely a
matter of preference (some &lila rattly refuse,. Many country-dwellers have an enthusiastic pride in their relative isolation and their
relatively simple and rugged life: this is the adapted residue of the
original population which enjoys a measure of privation and simplicity
of life.
Economic Occupationi and .Cocial Organi:ation

From population we may turn to some typical findings on the
relationships bet ss Ven economy and social organization. The two
principal occupational groups in the region (excluding the Hutterites)
are ranchers and farmers. "Ranching" is defined as straight cattle
production on relatively extensive tracts of land; "fanning" is mixed
grain and livestock (mostly cattle) production on relatively small and
mor -or-less intensively developed tracts. Although for many purposes
these two groups ran he regarded as having a single generalized cultural pattern, they have different historical origins, as already noted,
and also differ in their social organization. The latter differences
can he traced directly to the differing ecological adaptations of ranching and fanning. These adaptations are summarized on Figs. 6 and
7; some comments follow.

The majority of marriages within both ranching and farming
limitations have been made with local- that is. jasper region.
people; jasperites do not go far afield for their spouses. However,

-

ranchers almost always marry ranchers: fanners marry farmers there
are few marriages across these nearly endogamous groups. Nlorover,
the tune tion of kinship with respect to social solidarity differs for the
two groups. In the case of the ranchers, kinship is a symbol of their
communal distinctiveness: the ranchers constitute a cultural community with traditions of regional scope, which they perceive as sym47
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band and manifest in their kin ties. The farmers have much less
regional solidarity: they are grouped into smaller districts, where the
solidarity is based on neighborhood ties (often related to the old
country school districts). and less on kinship.
Another difference is seen in the fact that the rancher sons expect

to succeed to their father's enterprises. or at least obtain a ranch
through kin and friendship connections if they (especially the younger

sotto cannot succeed. Ranching is defined as a satisfying way of
life: a respectable profession, and a more suitable way of making a
living than urban occupations. On the other hand, fanners' sons are
often not encouraged to stay in the region even the older sons who
would he most likely to succeed. The parents do not necessarily discourage succession, but the are more inclined than ranchers to give
their sons the alternative: migration and higher education. This difference appears to lie at the base of the greater rancher preoccupation
with kinship continuity as a focus of community solidarity. It is relat-

ed as well to ecological realities: on the whole, a ranch is a more

viable and self- sustaining enterprise than a farm, and the inducements
to stay and take it over, or acquire one, are more substantial.

While dependence of the son on the father after succession is
found in both fanning and ranching communities, there are some important trend differences. Farmers sons. if they decide to stay. can
become established sooner than ranchers' sons, for several reasons:
The young farmer can take advantage of community pastures to get
started in cattle: he can rent a farm on a share basis; he can farm his

own half-section of land by borrowing his father's machinery (t/2
section is the usual amount, representing what a young man can save
tip to buy ,. None of these possibilities are open to the son of a rancher. Moreover, in the farming community the tradition of residence
after marriage is neolocal: reinforced, of course, by the availability of
for the rancher son, usually the only possibility is patrilocal
farms:
succession, and thus he and his wife and family must live on the old
place, while his father and mother are still active. The rancher son

typically remains an apprentice to his father for many years; the
fanner's son has a better chance of starting on his own.

These differences in social organization also contribute to differing cultural orientations in the two occupational groups. Ranchers are
intensely local people: they show little, or very selective interest in
the nee.ide world. and dislike city life. They are not inclined to enter

politics in the sense of campaigning for particular parties or candidates, although their political preferences are conservative. Their

attempts to influence Govenunent bureaus are carried out in the
form of private persuasion and influence. Farmers. on the other
hand, are less localived in their orientations. enter Provincial and
national politics freely, and attempt to exert their influence in the
political sphere more commonly than ranchers. These differences
are also reinforced by the nature of the two economies: fanning in
Eastern Canada has been involved in large political movements which

produced the Wheat Pool and the cooperatives, and which have
48
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directed the Linnets' attentitai outward. Ranching has had no comparable movements: the 'anther is content to sell his cattle at the

ranch to prisme buyers with whom he enjo personal and confidential riatinships.
Entrtba! Cc se ?pet elibT Pa Mc

The Inc
e rOntimic change in the region
has Evert the shift from reliance upon grain fanning to a dominant
livestock emphasis. and toward a "fanner-rancher- type of producer.
This change is the consequence of the chontVancl-clepression years

the faihir eef clop a04111nm to ptvidc a sustaining income.
The change was implemented by Goveirunent intervention in the
(twill
:theack-mntioned community pastures. irrigation schemes.
and cooprat t taring goitips. All of these institutions were aimed
at ponitlinz the tat
with the means for raising cattle. 1w binging the maldistrihuted rscaures to the production unit.
Itell'.111 the facilities lot livestok production have been provided
by government on .1 shared basis. the shift to this mode has required
a greater tnasuie eef fonual cooperation among farmers than in the
past. The fanning itpulation accepted cooperative marketing of produce at an eat cute. but aside (nun the usual neighborly mutual aid.
individual enterprise was the dominant frame for production. The
new livestock industry among farmers requires a more cooperative
approach. since the resources must he .hatred. am! portions of privately-owned land transferred to public. tenure.
Cooperation is most fully represented in the grating cooperatives.
when. a group of fanners organits as a cooperative under provincial

laws, and is assigned a grating lease. which it then operates as a
coupe nnive ranch. All activities and decisions an carried out by the
entire group, which also controls membership in the organitation,
vacancies being filled by vote on applicants. These organisations have

been markedly successful. and the cooperating members have had
little difficulty resolving their differences. Since each member also
owns his own WO aside front the joint lease. the sense of private
propc k sustained. the system represents an adaptive compromise
between collective and individual fanning.
The rommunity pasture system has been less successful from the
standpoint of promoting cooperative relations. The farmer pat
have no lease: are merely selected for the privilege of pasturing
a fixed number of head in the pasture. While then are some colltive decisions. these are minimal. and government retains all important

powers. Farmers act individualistically. often competing with one
another for membership. over slight differences in the number of
head allowed, and for the excess hay grown on pasture property for
the hull herd. Lacking a stake in the operation. farmers merely !ew
it as an available resource for personal gain.

Irrigation falls into similar patterns. In one project the local
renters of plots have formed! a Water Users Association which, with
some difficulty. controls the water and disciplines members who do
49
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not abide by the rules. In the other projects, Government maintains
control and management because the farmers resist local responsibility,

and lack the financial resources for maintaining the irrigation structures and canals. In these cases. the individual plot renters and owners
compete. for water. occasionally -steal" es ater Ie le.es ing gates open

at night. complain to the gen eminent officials about the nefarious
practices of neighbors, and accuse the government of playing favorites.

Since some of the grating cooperatives and irrigation projects
were established either during or shortly before the research study
began, it was possible to analyze behavior of men both in and out
of cooperative frames. Fanners who competed vigorously in the community pastures were able to cooperate effectively when they received a
lease for a grazing co-op, suggesting that the habits of cooperation are

not a matter of character or tradition so much as they are a function
of the situation. Individualism and private property relations unquestionably create difficulties for production cooperation, but can
work well when private property rights are retained within the system
at key points,
Adaptive Selection

We have invented this testa to refer to the general process of
migration of population, insofar as this can be related to adaptation
to habitat or economic conditions. Actually the causes of migration
out of the region, or permanent residence, can be found in economic
conditions, social relations, idiosyncratic factors, and geographical
location. However, in this relatively specialized habitat, it can be
hypothesized that factors directly related to habitat, and correlated
economic conditions, will play a somewhat larger role in migration
than in more generously endowed regions. The local people recognize

this in their oral folklore about decisions to leave or to stay. The
following quotations from interviews on the subject represent the
two dominant views:
"The ones who stayed around here were those who were too

broke, or who didn't have enough brains to get out! One or
the other!"
"Those who stuck it out were the ones with their eye on the
land, and they're doin' pretty well today!"
Our task therefore has been to separate the habitat and economyrelated reasons for leaving from the others. This has not been easy for
two reasons: first, people who left are not easily available for interviewing; and second, the habitat and economic reasons often underly
other, more obvious personal-social reasons. It is probably impossible

to make a definitive separation and provide a reliable numerical
accounting of migrations due to various causes. However, some general
tendencies can be isolated.

The first among these is the large portion of the first homestead
farming population which left the region within a decade after homesteading in 1910, because the quarter- or half-section homestead farms
were simply inadequate for economic survival. Over one-half of the
50
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entire first generation of fanner homesteaders left the region for this
basic reason.

The second approach to the pmblem is to examine the existing
modes of production with regard to their differential adaptability.
In this sense, adaptation can he related to the fact that agriculture
in this specialized region entails much higher risks than in a region
with mom generous resources. Given the relatively small size of the
individual enterprises, and the high cost of labor, extensive diversification is difficult, and the more limited the diversification, the more
vulnerable the enterprise to habitat variability and price fluctuations.
The Hutterian Brethren are able to diversify successfully because of
large site and abundant labor hence are much less vulnerable than
the "gentiles." Among the latter, the larger ranches enjoy the most stable incomes: the smallest fanners the least. A farmer's income is stabilized to the extent he can balance his crop with cattle. Smaller ranchers have their difficulties to extreme drmith will force them to se 1
off their breeding stock.
considering the objective situation of the several modes of enterprise, one could predict that most severe population attrition would
he found for grain fanners: next. for mixed farmers and small ranchers, and large ranchers last.
le our data are met completely analyzed, we have tentatively found that:
11
Straight grain farming as an economic mode. has diminished

rapidly. In one large farming district, the number of straight grain
farmers has declined by 4/5ths in the 25 years preceding 1963. However, less titan half of these actually left the region: most of the remainder converted to cattle-grain (mixed farming). The few remaining grain farmers have greatly expanded their land holdings.
2) Mixed farming is relatively more viable than vain farming.
Hence departure's of mixed farmers from the region will be influenced
importantly by factors other than the hazards of single-cropping. We

find this to he true: mixed farmers who "give up" have been the

smaller operators: those on submarginal soils: aged men without successors on substandard enterprises: or those who dislike farming, or
whose 'Alves dislike the country. The most stable are those with membership in grating cooperatives.
3)

Ranchers on the whole.--large and smallhave been the

most stable .11w region still pSSCSSCS most of the family names of the
first generation of ranchers or at least those who established ranches

of quality most of the early adventurer crew who were not really
serious about ranching have of course left the region. Some of the
smaller ranchers have been able to remain in the region because of
paternalistic assistance given them by the larger operators. Thus, a
cultural factor pride in the continuity of the ranching traditions
has modified the process of economic attrition.

The third approach to the problem of adaptive selection is to
study the nterprisets who decided to remain in the region and to
cope with the high risks. Aside from a very small and fading minority of farmers and ranchers with very low levels of living and aspi51
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ration, on substandard enterprises, the families who stayed in the
regien through lost of the crisis periods have taken advantage of the
opportunities to increase their acreage. 'Whether they stayed because
they were tr.n broke. were too ignorant, or because they had their eye
on the future. is entirely an individual matter we find many reasons.
But ir. any case. they did adapt by increasing the size of their operat-

ing units. This is most true, of course, for the fanners and smaller
ranchers. The large ranches have not expanded because they are continuations of original tare leases.
While enlargement of unit is adaptive in the sense that it permits
increased production and spreads risks from hail, localized drouths,
and the like. it does not solve all economic problems, and is not sufficient in itself to explain the persistence of many operations. In Can-

ada. as in the r.S., ranching and farming has been moving toward
a situation of "negative profits," in which returns exceed costs only
if interest on investment is not computed. This is due mainly to
the rapid increase in land values, brought about by the entry of agricultural properties into the speculative trirket. The rancher who
could sell out and realize greater returns by using the proceeds for a
town business. but who refuses to do so, remains in ranching because
he likes it. not became he can make a lot of money. The better
farms are in a similar position. Thus the decision to stay in the area
is often made on cultural and personal grounds, not on financial; it
is evidence of a genuine liking for the country and for the occupation
of 4griculture.

However, there is a fourth question. Given me tftt'll permanent residence in the region, and the seizing of opportunitititilin expansion, can we find something in common among these "stayers"
with regard to their mode of operation? According to our survey of
farm management and development behavior, the most common

type of middle-aged farm and ranch operator what we call the

"second-generation-in-control"--is a relatively conservative, cautious
individual. who avoids credit and "plays it safe" on management
decisions.5 This is also the accepted stereotype of the Jasper operator

as formulated by Montana farmers to the south, and by the more
aggressive farmers of other regions in Saskatchewan. Moreover, Jasperites often characterize themselves in similar terms, usually adding
a favorable element:

"People around here are awful careful with the dollar, but
you won't find a better breed anywherrs!"
Or in the words of a government official who had supervised the installation of irrigation projects and resettlement programs in the region,

"In my experience, the people who stayed were the careful
type, who knew how to save, and who could take some advice,

who .would do the things you had to do to get along here.
The gambler type pulled out--he couldn't take it, and he
would think he had a better chance somewhere else."
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It is not that this type of farm operator will not take risks, but
that he tries to tninimite risk by playing it very safe- hence his expansion is slow and modest, as compared with more aggressive operators. Moreover, he is not inclined to accept agmnotnic innovations
lake
cultivated grasses. or irrigation unless there is clear
pm of of their immediate value. Since mans of these developments
which permit greater economic stability at a higher level of pmduction
are costly, and will not pay off immediately, their acceptance Is delayed indefinitely among many operators,

The selective survival of a conseratis e type of operator should
he understood as the result of two fators:" first. the effect of repeated climatic and economic disaster "these people around here just
never got over the Dirty Thirties" and sond!. the result of a tendency for the more ambitious. and possibly more intellectually agressive

individuals to leave the region as young men. The first cause must
remain chunk a very pmhable one since we have not been able to
devise :my method for proving it onclushel (then, is much plausible
and qualitative evidence in our inter kw.. however) . The second
can be researched by examining records of local secondary schools.
to determine whether or not the mom active or scholastically excellent students tended to leave in larger numbers. Other approaches
involve the study of family histories. with the same objective, but with
mom qualitative measures of individual diffetunces. While our analyses are incomplete, we can tentatively conclude that the results are
positive: there is a tendency for the more ambitious and intellectually
aggressive young men to leave in larger numbers than their more
cautious brothers.
This tendency is reinforced by social factors. l'he region has. in
fact, a vety high proportion of father-son succession to farm and ranch
enterprise- -about 751'i this may be compared with a typical fanning county in Iowa, whit h has 50r;' Because of the fact that agricultural enterprise in this region has not been profitable. and that
the conservative ways of the set and -generation-in-contritl has helped
.

to limit the accumulation of capital. the successor must usually should-

er a considerable debt upon takeover. This has been reinforced by
conservative credit politices of tin' banks and of government. This
means he must rontiotte to work for his father or other relative, often
for in to 15 years. before he can be financially independent. Not all
sans are willing to accept this kiwi of "hounc:-dependettt" role? and
those that are willing tend to he the more conservative and often less
ambitious. Thus the selective survival of conseratise .operators is
continued into another generation. From the viewpoint of the more
ambitious and expansive individuals in the region. this process means

that the culture and economy is oriented more toward "old folks."
In the words of the voting and able manager of a community pasture.

who also owns his own small but intensively developed ranch.
"There isn't nothin' wrong with this country but a tendency to
think too much about the old people. 1 hey don't do enough
for the young ones."
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However, there are signs of change in all these things. There is
an increasing number of young men with drive and energy who lack
or reject kin support. and who manage to obtain bank or government
financing (somewhat lilwrali.red in the 1960's for a "start" on a new
place. They work extremely hard. use credit boldly and imaginatively,
and when they survive, their presence helps to change the prvailing
conservatism. Moreover. many of the younger operators, especially those

who attend agricultural college. are showing more inclination to
accept agronomic innovations, and to increase their productive capacity beyond that reached by their conservative fathers. 'They are
virtually forced to. if they wish to live at the level of "rising expectations." The smaller the farm or ranch. the more intense the development effort will have to he; the larger places can afford to "coast."
Farm and ranch operators from other regions are beginning to buy

property in the region, and such persons are always the more expansive type. Of course, their entry means that some of the conservative indigenous population sells out. which is one more piece of
evidence for the increasing nonadaptabihity of the conservative operator in a time of greater prosperity and economic development. As
noted earlier, this happened on a large scale in several districts when
the Hutterian Brethren moved in these progressive farmers brought
out numbers of the smaller. individually-owned "holding operations."
This process may be called "adaptive replacement."
Another major set of factors which influence the general process

of adaptive selection are implied in the preceding paragrah. These
concern the nature of management behavior as related to the particular economic and social situation of the operator. That is, the selective value, in the pre-World %Var. II days, of the cautious operator does
not mean that every fanner and rancher has been of this type. Men
have always displayed differing management strategies depending
upon their particular situation. In the 1960's. we have noted a tend-

ency for the farmer or rancher with a prospective successor son to
work harder in order to leave the son a better developed and /or expanded enterprise: this is a change from the old pattern, but it is
too soon to tell if the change will be general through the region. In
any case, we can divide many operators into "developers" and "sitters"
simply on the basis of whether or not they have a son.
Similarly, there is a difference between an operator who stresses
expansion, and one who stresses development. Usually the "expander"

is from outside the legion. and is moving in to take advantage of
available land, or he is local man who, for various reasons, finds it
necessary to expand his land holdings in order to maintain his level
of living, and who is willing to use credit for buying land. On the
other hand the "developer" already has his "place"; he is usually
older, and he works to increase production by making more intensive
use of his resources: better irrigation, improved pasture, fertilizer,
better cattle breeds, or more careful placement of crops by soil type.
5'
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Such differences in management strategies are related to the particular stage and situation of the enterprise, and to some degree have
always characterited the agricultural enterprises of the region.
Genera HA:1g %ery broadly, one useful theory of economic change
in this region is one which stresses the differing roles and views of the
generations of men. Aside from all the variations due to differing
adaptive positions and strategies, one may observe that the first or
"builder" generation established the enterprises: the second, or "sustaining" generation expanded them and worked out reasonably efficient,
though conservative. economic and agronomic methods for coping
with the market and the habitat; the third and fourth. or "improving"
generation is inclined to accept government aid and a more scientific and rational approach to agriculture. 'thus while individualistic
tendencies and private property relations persist, and attitudes toward
government intervention are practical and selective, there is the feeling of a twee cooperative and collective. approach to the distinctive
problems of living and working in the Plains. The region appears to
be on the brink of major changes: the tendency of the older generation to reimt massive interwntion is passing, and in the next decade
private and public developments in agriculture, town improvement,
and tourism may be expected. These developments will certainly be
hastened if a larger proportion of the more aggressive and innovative
Ininger men will find it possible to remain in the region.
I. "Saskatchewan Cullum! Ecology Reseals-h." a moire* supported by the National
Science Foundation nub supplemental giants la. the Agiicultulal Development Council and
Washington' ti,itri,itr Field wink began in Pail: a.ts iompleted in PM. See I. IC _pennett,
Ssitopsis id at Coltinal Endow liteserich Paisoam in Saskatchewan." PLAINS ANTIIIWPOI.O.
CiIST; 8-211. Vail bre also llottetian Biethien. THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY AND
ORGAMMTION OF A CONfMUNAL PF.OPLE. Stanford Universky Prim, 1967.
2. no at ..totiv i,f PoPtslation fhirtuatims in the Province of Saskatchewan through
the 191.1s sr, Stella W. Alt.. The Influnne iii Geo....phic Factor% on the Gtowth and
Dab ilmt
tif Potsulation in Saskatchewan." GEOG:sAPHY. ULM 1919. AM*. Michael
I.. &Abu. DEMOGRAPHIC TRF:NDS IN SASKATCHEWAN 1521-1959, Sask. Dept. of

Public Health, 1%2

3. See Niels Mame. "Reciplocal Eitolnitatinn in an Indian-White Community."
SOUTHWESTERN JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOI!:3Y; 21: PP. 166178; 1963.
4. bee Serna Kish! * J. W. Bennett. "Kinship. Surcyssion. and the Migratinn of
v.1.. ! Pennle in a Canadian Aglieulemal
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
(sqi %AMT. SOCICH.MY: ti; 9'111ti: 1%S. Also. JW. Bennett & S. Kohl. "Two Mem01-: u t on Social (hamarand Adaptive Selection in a Noithesn Plains Region."
re..erNs ANTHROPOLOGIST: 842:
See I H. Bennett. "Risk and Rationality. Amens of Behavioral Adaptation in
an Ariel-Valialsle Habitat. MAINS ANTIIROPCH.OGIST; 1421: 1563.
b. A treating inn tacker heir may he found in the intim...re of Senttish fiseal row
seisativa 1,0 Cart.sdian ruituse in genesal. See John K. Gallisaith. THE SCOTCH. Roden.
Houghton. Mifflin. ittfi4.
7
The trios "1
!dependent" has been invented to &evil* thr 'articular quality of
these elatnutships twinern %mama turn and thrit twnrfartific A culture which places great
stens
tiatipetence and the neressitv isl the individual to
" h;rnself.
experiences mem svnflirt mei the nerewiest hi remain in a state uf dependant -somotitnet
ii.. vile dependenes fo.r a plohinged twilit& The classic None isf Western Belau' the tough

old father aloe refuses in let his son take Asset the farm or ranch, and make his own decisions

is a figure nut of the "Inninddependent" relationship system.
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The Problem of Drought Perception
by Thomas F. Saarincn
University of Ari:ona
Tucson, Arizona

This paper summarizes a study' which aims to provide a preliminary approach to the ways in which Great Plains wheat farmers
trereive and copes with their main problem. the recurring hazard of

drought. Data on drought perception obtained by interviewing 96
wheat farmers from six different areas in the plains portions of Nebraska. Kansas. Colorado. and Oklahoma are compared with an
objective measure of meteorological drought pros ided by the Palmer
Drought Index' calculated from weather records for the same six

areas. Area variations in the adoption of various dryland fanning
practices ate discussed and compared with the recommendations of
local agricultural experts. Some personality characteristics of Great
Plains wheat fanners are investigated by means of a modified version
of Murray's Thematic Apperception Test.'
Major Findings
Of the hypotheses set up for testing the following appear to have
been substantiated. Perception of the drought hazard varies in some
degree according to (11 degree of aridity.' (21 amount of drought
experience. and C31 personality differences. The strongest single
relationship found is that perception of the drought hazard varies
with aridity. As aridity increases so does the estimate of the number
of drought years in one hundred. the expectation of drought next
year. and the degree of agreement of the farmers' estimates with the
measure of drought frequency provided by the Palmer drought index.
The greater the amount of drought experience, the more accurate
the iwrception of the drought risk. This seems to hold true except in the
case of the very oldest farmers. who as a group appear less perceptive

despite .:wir greater xperienc. The types of outcomes provided for
TAT stories is likely to reflect broad personality differences. Study
results indicate that farmers more perceptive of the drought risk are
more likely to give good outcomes to achievement stories,'' while bad
outcomes and no outcomes are somewhat more likely among those less
perceptive of the drought risk.

In certain stages of the adoption process face-to-face communication is considered to be' of great importance." Because of the
sparsity of the population and thus greater distances one must travel
in order to obtain such face-to-face communication. it was hypothe-

si.ed that the rate of adoption for yonland areas would be lower
than in wetland areas.' This hypothesis was neither clearly substantiated nor entirely disproved.
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Further insight into the way in which Great Plains wheat farmers perceive the problem of drought is provided by other important
study findings. These are the relation of drought perception and type
of operation, the tendency to underestimate drought frequency, the
relationship between age and perception, and the association of certain personality characteristics with the uncertainty of weather conditions in the area.
Perception of the drought risk varies according to type of operation. Farmers who are not quite so dependent on precipitation are
generally less perceptive of the drought risk. Thus farmers with a
livestock emphasis perceive the risk somewhat less accurately than
those whose main emphasis is wheat.

In general the farmers tend to take on optimistic stance in relation to drought frequency. Almost to a man they underestimate the

frequency of meteorological drought. This is espciallv true on the
more humid margins and less so in the drier parts. Conversely they
tend to overestimate the frequency of very good years and the yield
per acre in such years. In all but the very driest counties the farmers
expected many snore very good years than drought years.
Age and experience are very closely related. Generally, within
any one area. the older the fanner, the greater the amount of drought

experience and the more experienced the group the higher the proportion of individuals more perceptive of the drought risk. But this
does not seem to hold true in the case of the very oldest farmers,
who, as a group, appear less perceptive despite their greater experience.

Frequently found among Great Plains wheat farmers are cer-

tain personality characteristics which appear to be associated with the
uncertainty of weather conditions in the area. Group analysis of TAT

stories told to cards which raised the issue of achievement showed
that for Great Plains wheat farmers this is an extremely conflicted
issue. The heroes in stories to the general achievement card are most
commonly portrayed as in a situation in which they are being pressed

to achieve but don't want to. or wanting to achieve but faced with
some obstacle which makes achievement difficult. The farmers do
not know how to handle the conflict and in most cases it remains
unresolved. The clear parallel between the uncertainty due to the
weather and the uncertain conflictful way the achievement issue
is handled by the Great Plains wheat farmers suggests that at least
this area of their personalities is strongly influenced by the environmental situation which they constantly face.

Some Findings Which Support Previous Research
A few of the firmer findings lend support to previous work in
perception of natural hazards. Studies among flood plain dwellers and
coastal residents indicate that experience and frequency of occurrence
are important factors in perception of natural harards.4 The persons
with more direct experience and those in areas more frequently effected
appear to be more perceptive than those with less experience or those
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in areas where the hazards occur less frequently. These factors were
found to be important in drought perception as well. The farmers
with the greatest amount of drought experience and those in the more
arid areas tended to he more accurate in their assessment of drought
frequency. with the exception of the very oldest wimp.
Burton and Kates in discussing perception of natural hazards
IiMbthesited that heightened hatml perception would be expected
where the hazard is directly related to the resource use." The findings
of the present study offer support for this view. Wheat production,
the main resource use in the Great Plains is directly affected by the
drought hazard. And Great Plains wheat farmers ate certainly aware
of the drought hazard. In fart preoccupation with precipitation seems
characteristic. In dry periods they speak of little else. They live in hope
of more rain. Their perception of the present moisture conditions is
accurate and they rapidly respond to even slight changes in moisture
conditions. Their perception of the range of choice in land use and
types of applicable practices parallels the assessment of local experts
and shows that they have a wlatively aecurate appreciation of the
differing potentialities or limitation of different areas.
Yet Great Plains wheat farmers consistently underestimate the frequency of drought years just as coastal dwellers were seen to underestimate the frequency of storm damage. In addition the wheat fanners
tend to overestimate the number of very good years and the size of crop

yields in such years. 'the fact that they tend to forget all but the
most extreme droughts may help to account for such unwarranted
optimism.

Some interesting Unwired limes
Seeking to solve the problem of how Great Plains wheat farm-

ers perceive the drought hazard led to consideration of a series of
previously unstudied issues. Some of the questions raised are quite
specific and could be tested directly. Others are more broadly speculative and less easily answered.

How do short-run changes in weather conditions affect the
attitudes and actions of people in drought areas? Many separate
measures suggested that the fanners respond rapidly to even slight
changes in moisture conditions. In the sample of Cimarron County,
Oklahoma, cited above, it was hypothesiied that a series of small
showers had a more marked affect on the morale of the farmers than

on the soil moisture conditions. Could a rough prediction of the
amount of optimism present to be made calculating the number of
days since an appreciable rain?
How does the type of operation affect pen eption of the drought
hazard? Study evidence showed that the operations more dependent

on grain tended to have a higher percentage of farmers more perceptive of the drought risk." Could this he extended to predict that
livestock operators would he less concerned and less perceptive of the

risks due to drought? This remains to be tested since all farmers in
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the present study were at least partially dependent on wheat production for dwir livelihood, and there were no comparable studies

of farmers in the Same area or other areas.
Ate tittle certain pet %finality traits whirl' t haraterite Great Plains
wheat tanners? It so. what ate theV?
tue traits, often mentioned
by other observers of the (Great Plains scene were frequently found

among the present sttaly's sample of farmers. These include the
theme of determination or sticking it out. the humor related to the
dust and drought. and an attitude of man under n: tune suggesting
a feeling of helplessness in the face of the environmental hazard. Rut
%%bolter these traits are more common here than elsewhere can not

be stated with a high detnee of certainty until similar studies are

made of other groups. both fanners and non-farmers.

The clils parallel between environmental uncertainty and the
way in Which Cleat Plains wheat fanners handle the issue of achieve-

ment leads to the larger question of the effects of the impersonal

eilimtnent on the Iehodnamies of the individual or groups of
individuals. Would whet groups with different emironmental tin umtaut is handle the issue of achievement difflently?" An. theme other
facets of plsonalit whit h might be similarly affected? This study's
results mit...gest that the TAT 111.I prime to he a useful tool for further

iestigations along this line.
.%nother question conceining the Great Plains which has broader implications is that of the tlatise &ame of adjustment Of various
areas. It was sugqoaed that %Own. clearly necessary for survival a
Luger number of adjustmnts ate made. Ilowmer. where the environmental possibilities ate lc.. that I% delineated and when. it is possible
to stinky without making as man% adjustments they are not made
and the hatatd is not as dearly pert ened.t.' Although the role of
economic efficient. was not ditectiv examined in this study thew
%%as HMI h e Went e whidt nicht ate. that in ttenral the Great Plains
wheat fanners appeal to hi mote tom erned with satishcing than
with titaximi/atitat of potfits ear de,elopintt the !pumie base to the
optimum h11.1. dote detailed invstigatitms might reveal the degree

to whit h the MM%

npll tee ilicrtiet% inn atlinSttlirtit in ell% triinmental sariations. The wide tau ietv of different patients of adaptation
of specific dr% farthing practices sinzt4ests that then. are IllatlF VAllithiS

Intl-al tint: which ale tot e lest k
Im Nis Whom% pea Pubis. rtrle t

teltill

of the stud findings suggest guidelines for persons in-

terested in enhant its: the tesource managers awareness of the drought

hazard. since the faimets ate generally await. of the drought hazard
thene would he no sable iu 1renipha.itite.4 that the area is drought

Inoue. Howler. it might prose helpful to point out to all brine!.
the ftequem v with whit h thought occurs and the effect. which result including those which ate less titan catastrophic. The more humid

ateas and the less xtinied farmers should benefit the most from
such information.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Because of the tendency to forget dry periods after they passed
more success might attend campaigns to introduce new practit es if
they take place in periods of dry weather.

A certain resistance to the adoption of new practices may result from a feeling of helplessness in the' face of memo% a what's the
use attitude'. and the fact that many see success as the ability to hold

on until the' rains return. rather titan finding new methods to deal
with drought. Because of this type of resistance public officials might
achieve' more success if they concentrated their efforts among some'
of the more innovative farmers from whom the practices could later
diffuse to other members of the' community.

appears to he one of the important factors hi the
decision of Great Plains wheat fanners to adopt such practices as
stubble mulch. It follows that public officials concerned with the
spread of innovations or other modifications of resource use could
gain insi..hts as to procedure by investigating exactly how the resource manager perceives the haiard and the choice open to him.
Perception
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Technological Conservatism in Cattle
Ranching as an Adaptive Process
Thomas 3. Maloney
Ripon College

INTRODUCTION
Studies of adaptation of cattle ranchers to. their environments
have been made by Bennett in Saskatchewan' and Strickon in Argentina.' This paper is based on a similar study conducted over the last
two years in a part of northern New Mexico. This region is particularly suited for study of the cultural ecology of ranching because it
has several physical settings and cultural groups. The present study
was limited to one county in the region. San Miguel. which has topography ranging from Rocks Mountains to Southern Plains, with a
large transitional zone. Two Euro-American groups are rancher!: in
the counts. each wimp practicing somewhat distinct cultures which
are called Anglo :.rid Ilispano for this research. Unlike the counties
to the west of it, this one has no separate Indian groups, although
the area was dominated by nomadic Indian hunters until well into
the 19th cnoirv.3
The climate. of the counts is. except in the high mountain area
in the west. semi-arid in the Koeppen-Cigr classification. Middle
Latitude Steppe'. Bsk. Precipitation ranges from a long-term mean
of about 16 inches in the west to about 14 inches in the east, spanning a distance of about 100 miles. Elevations range from 10,0(10 feet
in the northwest to about 4.000 feet in the extreme east. Precipitation and vegetation g irally correspond to elevation, with forests of
spruce and fir at the highest. woodlands of pinon and juniper mixed
with utasss at du medium to about 6,000 feet, and grasslands with
xerophytic plants and shrubs at the lowest elevations.
The climate has not been a constant. however. both in the folklore

and obsenations of ranchers in more objetive terms. There

is

general agreement, inclading the opinion of the state climatologist.
that the climate has dessicatd in the past thirty years. Areas once
productive croplands for dry farming now hardly support grasses. The
Willi annual precipitation from the beginning of n. olds in Las Vegas
in 1887. a station typical of a large part of the Plateau or middle altitute grass and woodlands. to 1946 is 17.80 inches, with wide annual
variations. Drastic reduction in rainfall has been recorded since that
later date. ;di the 191f 1960 mean annual precipitation dropping
to 14.25 in -des. Such
Auction has adversely affected the range
lands, which earlier hat t en badly depleted by overgrazing° and by
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the plowing of much range land during the intensive homesteading
period of the first two decades of this c..titury. in die year field work
for the present research was begun. 1964. there were only 8.94 inches
of precipitation at Las Vt.g.1%, (!thee areas Of the comity have seen
parallel variations in annual precipitation. making this dessication
a major environmental factor for ranchers to consider.
Aside (rout some !umbering operations in the mountains and
very limited irrigated trop - farming in the valleys of the Pecos au 1
Canadian 'Users. enclosed range ranching, today mostly with cattle
rather than sheep. is the chief agricultural activity in the county. An
indication of this is the area of land from which commercial crops
were harvested in 1939 compared to the total "land in farms" area
of the county: 6.027 acres harvested front 1.988.284 acres.' The history of land use succession in the county is from hunting of wild ruminants. mainly bison and deer. to open range livestock grating, to
attempted thy en y-f.:riti lioinesteading. then to present -day cattle grazing.cm fenced pastures. Except in the western river valleys all European
settlement was in the 19th and 20th centuries. The county did not take

part in the cattle boom of the 1870's anti '80's, although surrounding
parts of New Mexico did. Today sales of cattle are the major source
of agricultural income. with $3.279.105 in 1939 from a total of all
agricultural sales of $3,736.439, 87.7re
Extent of Technological Conservation in Ranching
Tlwre were in 1964 121 commercial cattle ranchers in the county.
Excluded from the study were two types of ranchers, those who had
so few cattle that by any definition of income they could not be said
to earn their livings from sales of cattle, and so-called "hobby" ranch tors. wealthy absentee owners. mainly from Texas and Oklahoma, who

conduct extensive operations but do not, again, depend on sales of
cattle for their livelihoods. The former group are mainly ranchers
having fewer than 50 mother cows. waiting about 2.000 to 3,000
acres of grating land. The latter group often purchase grazing land
for highly inflated prices, over $40.00 on acre, running these ranches
at high costs, both for capital investment and operations, usually with
the intent of reducing their Federal income tax liabilities.
With exceptions to he noted shortly, the vast majority of ranchers are engaged in what might he called traditional cow-calf operations, utilising as feed only natural, wild grasses upon fenced range,
with year-round grating. "harvesting" a crop of calves each autumn and
selling these to out-of-county buyers for further feeding before slaughter for market. In a good year most such ranchers expect to obtain
a calf crop of 80(,;, that is, there will be produced in early spring
and will survive until September or October of a given year a number
of calves equal to 80r.i of the herd of mother cows. The breed of cattle for these typical operations is commercial Hereford, with higher

grade Hereford hulls used to upgrade the stock. A few heifers are
kept each fall as herd replacements, and a few older cows are culled
from the herd and sold with the calf crop as felt necessary. Cattle
are kept on native grasses all year long, with very little use of hays
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and other feeds except in periods of heavy snow and extended

droughts.

This type of operation is very similar to that common in the
westein high plains during the range period of the late nineteenth
centtny, the only difference being the fencing of large tracts of privately owned land today. Then is little State or Federal land available for leasing. and this land is all used on a private basis, with no
attempts at cooperative or communal grating of commercial herds.
There air thus no communal roundups in fall or spring. Each ranier conducts his own roundups, utilizing unpaid or paid help of
friends and neighbors when extra help is needed.
With exceptions to he noted. there is little difference in the mode
of operations of ranchers in terms of ethnic identity. The main
ethnic difference related to ranching is location of residence of ranchers. :n this. I fispano ranchers generally live in or near riverine Hispatio settlements. while Anglo ranchers usually live in more isolated
locations in the midst of their land holdings. Both groups have adopt.
ed pick-up trucks as the main means of transportation upon the
range. with a few horses kept for the occasional work where a truck
is not 'twin!, as in rough country or deep snow and mud conditions.
Most of the maims homes an modern in amenities, with electricity,
running water, and indoor toilets. Few of the houses are more than
sound. modest dwellings. but they can hardly be called old-fashioned
or inadequate. They air certainly among the best of rural dwellings
in the county. Many ranchers os rr a late model car as well as one
or more pick-up trucks. All this is mentoned to show that these people
are not resistant to technological change in much of their lives, even
though they are very conservative in the technology of ranching.
The exwptions to the general ranching pattern are entirely
recent migrants to the county. all Anglo in ethnicity. The ranchers
of the far eastern part of the county, the relatively low-altitude grasslands. are the most progressive among ranchers. They have not only
adopted feeds other than natural grasses, but they have been willing
to experiment in pasture management. soil conservation, herd improvement, and other modes of operations than cow-calf. They seem
to have been far more willing than other ranchers of the county to
make the capital investments such changes usually call for. Paradoxically, this eastern grassland is the poorest grazing land in the county,
with a normal requirement of 60 to 70 acres of land per cow, compared to 30 to 50 acres further west at a higher altitude.
In the western half of the county some ranchers, all Anglo, have
broken with the traditional pattern in a more limited sense. Several
use their land not for calf production, but the summer grazing of
yearling steers shipped in from Texas cow-calf operations. At least
two of these western ranchers do not even own grazing lands, but
lease land from private owners and graze other people's yearlings upon
it. Also several Anglo ranchers have specialized in breeding purebred
Hereford stock, not for eventual beef sales, but for sale to ranchers

to replenish and improve beef breeding herds. One rancher has
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converted almost entirely to raising Angus cattle. selling both feeder
stock and replenishment stock.
Even tile largest scale Hispano ranchers, and there are several
of thew. continue to operate in the traditional mode. They are very
scornful of those ranchers who expel intent with new was of operating.
although many Hispano ranchers do cooperate with the Federal Soil
Consenation Service in soil erosion control on their lands. Hispano
ranchers are the second or later generation of their families to engage in ranching operations on their land. Most of these people con-

verted from sheep to cattle ranching in the decade following the

first World %Var, when land became availabk in fonner Public Domain
through the massive failure of both Hispano and Anglo homesteaders.
Many Hispano sail Anglo ranchers acquired tracts as large as 30,000

acres mainly by consolidation of quarter section homesteads in the
1920's.

Technological Concervatim fif Adaptive
In terms of ecology, this traditional method of ranching has been
adaptive. That is to say. families have heen able to obtain enough income from utilizing this steppe environment to continue living in the

area at what has been considered a satisfactory standard of living.
The have clone this far more successfully than have other agriculturists.
At the very least these people demonstrate an economic law of "Least

Comparative. Disadvantage." Compared to other residents of the
county, cattle ranchers have a high income. A rule of thumb calcula-

tion is often used in the region of expected income of $50.00 per
mother cow per year. higher or lower depending on environmental
conditions such as drought. In this study ranchers were divided into
three groups according to suit- of operations: small, with less than
100 mother cows, medium, with between 100 and 350 cows, and large,

with more than 350 cows. Income roughly ranges

as follows:

small ranchers, $2.500 to $5.000 a year. medium ranchers, $5,000 to
to $17.500, and large ranchers, over $17,500.
Compare this with actual income for 1959 from the V.S. Census
of the Population" and it can he seen why it is said that all ranchers
are "rich." or "millionaires." The medium income for all families in
the county that year was $2.905. That of ranchers would be at least
twice this amount, with an average cattleman having about 150 cows
on the range.

In ethnic terms. Ilispano median family income was $2,261 in
1960: that of Anglo inhabitants more than twice this amount or
$4,810." Thus an Hispano rancher with better than $5.000 average
annual income is Very %1.11-off by Ilispano standards and also more
affluent than half the Anglo population. MI ranchers are thus receiving comparatively high incomes. The incentive to try to increase cash
income is weak for most ranchers. Those Hispano ranchers dwelling
in or near Hispano villages have strong pressures not to display their
comxtrative wealth among rural non-ranchers, whose median family
income in 1960 was only $2.060." Many rural non-farm people have
only government welfare funds as income. In 1964 there were 3,390
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people fmm a total county population of 23.468 receiving public assistance, 14.4'; of the population." Many of these people live in the rural
villages. Of the total male labor force of 1.770. 19.5'; were unemployed in 1960. The county is an area Of chomic economic depression. par-

ticttlarl in the rural areas. Ranchers, even the smaller ones, are high
in the economic structure of the county. %VW le traditional pressures
for redistribution of wealth among members of extended families and
among dependents of the village patrons have become ineffective.
there are still pressures against seeking to increase income. The chief
purpose of technological mcxlifications in ranching is increasing income in at least the long run. !lisp:Inn ranchers have less incentive
than their Anglo counterparts to adopt changes. increase their incomes hecause of their proximity to relatives and life-long acquaintances. There are other factors operating to retard adoption by these
people of new practice's. but closeness to a restricting social system
most Hispano ranchers still feel a part of is an important one.
Maximum adoption of new practices is found among Anglo
ranchers in the extreme eastern portion of the county, dose to the
Texas part e.f the southern Plains. Least adoption. and possibly most
satisfactory adaptation to the environment. is among village-dwelling
Hispano ranchers. such satisfaction, as shown. is relative to the reference group. othet Hispano rural inhabitants. No Hispano ranchers,
regardless of residence. weir found who seriously were using or considering changes in their operations for better adaptation to a changing physical ant) biological environment. There was a large group of
Anglo ranchers outside the eastern pe.riphery who have modified their
practices. but seldom as drastically or as enthusiastically as eastern
ranchers. Not to over-state the matter. conservatism in teelmology is
not completely a matter of ethnicity. for the flavor of all but a kw
Anglo ranching operations is still conservative and traditional.
So pervasive is this conservatism that the question might well
he %vby some ranchers do adopt changes in technology rather than
why the majority do not. But given the progressiveness not only of
a few Anglo ranchers within the county. but also of the general progressive flat or of ranching in surrounding counties to the north. east,
and south. the. central problem is .in explanation of conservatism in
the subject county.
Already mentioned is the relative prosperity of commercial cattle
growers eompaoll to most of the popedation. The drive for higher
income and the technical adaptation that would produce this is modified by the term alent pot erty of the western half of the county. An
incentive lot change is thus less strong here.. especially for Ilispanc
ranchers. Rut there is a whole web of other factors involved too,
some ethnic. some more general.
Among the ethnic factors are these. Education years of formal
schooling of adults is much lower for Ilispanos in the county than
former Ti years or older ht 196(1 comparfor Anglnc. 6.8 years for
ed to 11.9 years for Anglos.' Anglo ram-hers make more m,e of farm

and ranch journals than do their less educated ilispano counterparts.
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Lionbertrer ha, pttittted motif how 1.4.111ratitan ;Hid ilbtainiim information
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seals 111 141111.in 14 .11 Iv% 1.1 in the general
than
difference of
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manner. the !nice of lam! I.., gone ',mow, the means of commercial
..utchers, who. e%rn with their ttallitinally im Wit financial ortanitanun and rerencls. cannot justify the elm! ten. 'H1'0.11111' 111111111. F.%attsiou
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